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ABSTRACT 

 

 Citizens who lived in the Soviet Union in the early 1980s did so amid a changing political 

atmosphere.  For their extreme patience, they were rewarded with new policies (after 1985) that 

promised less censorship and more openness from the government to the people.  The Soviet 

woman received special attention and promises in the shape of new reforms in the social spheres 

of education and employment.  As often happens with political change, there were unintended 

results.  As the policy of glasnost’ or “openness” attempted to create and provide new 

possibilities for women, the unforeseen byproduct of the change was that a non-idyllic and even 

subversive female emerged in literature and society. 

This thesis will explore the prevailing cultural attitudes surrounding women before 

glasnost’, as well as glasnost’ itself and how its policies affected the cultural attitudes as they 

related to the traditional woman’s role in society.   The thesis will also examine how glasnost’ 

enabled the literary debut of the subversive female character, and fostered this previously 

forbidden type and other prohibited topics. Finally, the discussion will turn to the immediate 

aftermath of glasnost’ with some observations about the stunted position of the Russian woman 

in literature, and in society, after the breakup of the Soviet Union.    

This thesis will include brief studies of published shorter works – all by contemporary 

female Soviet writers of the 1980s - and their fictional characters.  As the gender specific deep-

seated beliefs, proverbs, laws and anecdotes connected to the “suggested” ideal life of the 

virtuous Soviet females are analyzed, the thesis will show how these fictional characters’ 

behaviors directly and indirectly allowed Russian contemporary female writers to challenge 

taboo subjects within Russia through a new literary category of alternative women’s prose.  
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INTRODUCTION 

 

 From a foreign viewpoint, it seems the Russian people have a special bond and love for 

literature.  In Russian culture, as literature grew in popularity, it also assumed more importance 

as a means of educating the nation concerning political and social behaviors.  Russia was not the 

first nor the only country to censor published works for the apparent common good of a nation, 

and during the Soviet era censorship was the norm, but varied in severity during different 

periods. When Mikhail Gorbachev assumed a position of leadership in the Soviet Union from 

1985 to 1991, he introduced and implemented new policies which were known as perestroika 

(restructuring) and glasnost’ (openness).  Glasnost’ promised Soviet citizens a myriad of 

government reforms designed to reduce corrupt dealings within the administration by providing a 

more transparent view of governmental activities.  Specifically, glasnost’ called for the 

relaxation of censorship and offered literary freedoms not previously enjoyed (Malia, 421-437). 

Glasnost’ had the good intention of exposing dishonesty within the administrative ranks; 

but to the embarrassment of the authorities, it unexpectedly introduced and highlighted serious 

societal problems. The media and Soviet authors publicly uncovered severe social problems the 

government had long kept hidden.  Previously hushed sources voiced their opinions on what was 

wrong in Soviet society.  Films and literature, for example, showed more explicitly than ever 

before the dark side of Soviet reality – poverty, alienation, violence, alcoholism, drug addiction 

and depravity.  Artistic works also revealed the second rate status of women in society.   

Amidst rants about the unmelodious life of the everyday routine, through prose, poems 

and short stories, the glasnost’ era female writer helped usher in this period of openness during 

the middle 1980s, and introduced an even more radical and imperfect heroine previously unseen 

in literature. This fictional character was quite the opposite of the dedicated, reliable and diligent 
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idealized woman characteristic of Socialist Realism. The new alternative woman was a female 

protagonist and a rebel with a cause to expose and a desire to address the ills of society.  Through 

her often bold, unconventional and outrageous actions, the innovative alternative woman aimed 

to tackle the time-honored cultural attitudes that had long since dominated the social 

consciousness of the nation.   

Because of glasnost’, this subversive siren had an audience and a platform.  Against the 

backdrop of glasnost’, an ‘alternative’ Russian female figure developed, one who often acted in 

rebellious, insubordinate, dissident and seditious ways.  Her seemingly moment-by-moment 

destructive methods of resolving life crises thwarted her life goals.  The subversive woman came 

into existence and attacked the traditions that restricted women’s roles and behavior.   

After the fall of the Soviet Union, because of the new developments in the modern 

Russian state, several female Russian authors and their works received the term “other” or 

“alternative” (Adlam, 3; Muff, 4).  The writers themselves were still viewed as ‘deviant’ amid 

the new radical and revolutionary society they lived in, and as Rosalind Marsh comments, 

although Soviet critics in the twentieth century were more receptive to accepting alternative 

literature, these authors and their characters did not gain the complete approval of the literary and 

cultural community (Marsh 2012, 7).   

As some authors, such as Tatiana Tolstaia, continued to write within the glasnost’ 

confines, other female authors took a detour from the accepted standard.  In general, the female 

protagonist lead character these trailblazing alternative prose writing authors created did not 

occupy the Russian literary limelight for long. The subversive female retreated back to her pre-

glasnost’ era status for reasons, in part, due to society’s renewed efforts to keep taboo subjects 

tucked away in the dark corners of the communal corridor.  Scholars noted that in the1990s 
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women’s prose in particular saw a reemergence of romance novels and the detective story 

became a preeminent component of ‘alternative’ literature (Sutcliffe 2009, 124-129). 

The questions this thesis aims to examine and answer are: were the women writers and 

their female characters truly heroines? By examining the authors’ works and their characters in 

detail, the thesis will try to answer these questions by bringing up the following topics.  The 

discussion will observe if the authors and their characters were either problem solvers or problem 

makers, as well as study if the authors and their characters exemplified an extraordinary new 

model of the Soviet and Russian woman and a realistic exception to the standard good Russian 

mother during the glasnost’ era and afterwards into the post-Soviet period. 

It is important to emphasize that this thesis will not validate the writers or their 

character’s moral compass nor judge whether either is right or wrong in their actions—it will 

only assume that the subversive behavior is against the norm and therefore in opposition to a 

moral and ethical standards. This thesis will discuss subversive and rebellious characters that did 

not stay in the limelight; in addition, it will examine the factors that led to their appearance in 

literature and, eventually, their exit from prominence and popularity.   

 This study will examine several different hypotheses and present arguments for each.  One 

view is that the alternative subversive woman was a response to the attitude that Soviet women, 

despite Soviet trappings, were basically traditional Russian women, where “traditional” means 

women who behaved according to centuries-old cultural attitudes and stereotypes.  The ideal 

Soviet woman’s behavior was based on these attitudes, and there is enough empirical evidence 

from actual life stories, Russian customs and sayings, and sociological research for this view (see 

discussion about Russian proverbs later in this chapter). Approval of the ideal and disapproval of 

those who did not meet the ideal were often implied or expressed in literature and other media. 
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Throughout history, Russian women were consigned to second-class status as good housewives 

and keepers of the home. Even in Soviet times, when working outside the home was encouraged, 

if not expected, the status of women did not change. 

Although hints of change within the literary world that allowed nuanced subversion 

appeared before 1985, the glasnost’ reforms, especially the relaxation of censorship in film and 

literature, set the stage for the radical and wholly new subversive woman to enter the scene.  

Female writers had the authority to write without fear of oppression and censorship of their 

works; they also had the confidence to objectively state their opinion about the dismal tasks of 

the everyday routine, and rebel against the notion that only they were supposed to be involved in 

the home life. 

Soviet women could openly identify with the protagonist heroine and shed tears over the 

truthfulness of their own real-life situation.  The country faced hard facts, such as the existence 

of female alcoholism and the problem of women working as prostitutes in order to have an 

income and survive. Glasnost’ addressed women’s employment status and the Soviet writer 

portrayed her character not only as a housewife, but as a working woman who conducted her 

house duties after working hours.   

To illustrate varieties of rebellion and subversion, short works by three notable Soviet 

writers — Liudmila Petrushevskaia, Galina Shcherbakova, and Larisa Vaneeva—were chosen. 

Works by these writers will be examined from a literary and social perspective. Some of the 

negative critical responses to their works will also be noted.  Since this thesis will show that 

women’s prose after glasnost’ headed in an alternative direction, these works and the characters 

in them were chosen because the stories were excellent examples that clearly show how 

glasnost’ affected women’s prose during this tumultuous period of the 1980s and 1990s.   
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The works were also selected because the leading heroines in them clearly clash with 

their ancestors on many levels and fronts.  Furthermore, these stories and these subversive 

women unmistakably illustrate the extreme differences between the literary personas in their pre-

Soviet and Soviet-era forms.  The heroines in the chosen literary works radically departed from 

maintaining the traditional women’s roles that their literary prototype did, with those forerunners 

being literary female figures that represented the cultural standards and the prevailing norm 

already established within women’s Russian prose.  These authors were preferred because their 

style fundamentally and drastically veered away from the customary Socialist Realism standards 

and works of the time and era, and the works of these chosen authors will provide three very 

unconventional, even “seedy” views and examples of the new alternative female heroine in the 

glasnost’ era.  

 Ultimately, the goal is to illuminate the context in which subversive women in literature 

arose and how these rebellious women subverted Socialist Realism and government claims about 

the equality, happiness and contentment of Soviet women. The traditional woman represented a 

perfect image based on women who were ideal workers and mothers. The picture-perfect woman 

— silently submissive, bound to the duties of motherhood, and often happily employed — was 

only a façade and not a real woman.  The following chapters and the literary works under 

consideration offer a different picture of Soviet women: the brazenly defiant, anything but ideal 

woman who was on a mission.  

Chapter One analyzes the historic boundaries of gender roles in Russia, focusing on the 

time period of the Soviet Union from 1917 to the inception of glasnost’.  It examines proverbs 

and cultural attitudes, and as well as a general representation of the image of the traditional 

Russian female in reality and in literature. Chapter One provides the crucial background of 
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existing Soviet and Russian society and various approaches and feelings toward the standard 

Russian and Soviet literary female in order to clearly observe the stark difference of the 

characters presented here as opposed to the standard character in this discussion. 

Chapter Two explores what glasnost’ was.  This chapter examines the by-products of 

glasnost’, its impact, and how it led to challenges to the ideal of the perfect society and 

government that had been promoted throughout Soviet history. This chapter also looks at how 

artists responded to the call for more openness and the lifting of restrictions by creating works in 

an alternative literature genre, in which women were more socially rebellious and far from the 

ideal.  These heroines were what I call the subversive females. The second chapter also analyzes 

how the policy of glasnost’ affected literature, and in particular, the section looks at how the 

admittance of taboo subjects in literature reflected the cyclical changes in society.  

Chapter Three will examine in detail the three chosen literary works that show female 

protagonists that one could argue represent aspects and experiences of real Soviet women that 

could not be admitted in earlier periods because they clashed with images of women promoted in 

Soviet media.  Questions that will be answered in this section include how the female author and 

her protagonist character was a heroine, and how readers and critics reacted to her.   

The conclusion discusses and summarizes what ultimately happened to the female 

protagonists studied in the third chapter. Whether a more traditional woman returned in the 

1990s after the fall of the Soviet Union, and if there was a backlash to such a woman, are 

questions that will also be taken up in this chapter. This section will also discuss literary methods 

the authors used to make their characters not only subversive but also believable; it will examine 

the current role and development of alternative literature within the Russian literary arena, and 
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will discuss issues and insights that help enhance our understanding of women’s roles in Russia 

today.  
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CHAPTER ONE 

The Gender Bias 1917-1985 

A Sample of the Unsavory 

“Perhaps she’d just had too much to drink and babbled whatever came into her head. 

What had she managed to concoct?  A dozen men sleeping and dreaming of 

marrying her.  Every last one of them wanting to screw her.  The next morning 

the mistress of the apartment where they had been drinking announced to 

Saveleva that she couldn’t feel anything, that what she needed was spiritual 

contact. You think I felt anything? Absolutely nothing…my soul aches, it’s begging, 

why can’t you understand that?... That may be, but I also know perfectly well. 

Saveleva was indignant now …” (Vaneeva, 327). 

 

 In the 1980s, female personages like E.P. Saveleva (Savel’eva) and other scarred Soviet 

women appeared in short stories written by Soviet female authors. The above excerpt from the 

Soviet short story “Parade of the Planets” (Парад планет) by author Larisa Vaneeva 

demonstrates Saveleva’s unsettling behavior and unsavory lifestyle that were in direct opposition 

to the traditional portrayal of the “good” Soviet woman. As will be explained later in this 

chapter, Russian women have long been expected and, in fact, required to act in a gentle, polite 

and refined fashion. Saveleva’s destructive conduct opposes the sanctified manner by which it 

was socially expected that Soviet women lead their lives.  Furthermore, Saveleva’s alternative 

conduct violated the cultural norms that expected women to take care of the household while 

holding down a job in a respectable way. 

 This thesis will explore when, how and why a contradictory female antagonist appeared 

in Russian literature during the 1980s, and it will investigate if this unsavory character managed 

to continue in the role of the heroine in women’s prose in the mid-1990s. Up until this point in 

the mid-1980s, the ideal pre-Soviet woman, such as Kitty, Levin’s wife from Tolstoy’s Anna 

Karenina, was the accepted and nearly perfect model of the traditional pious female that had 
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been repeated in male-dominated works throughout pre-Soviet Russian literature. Characters and 

personas like Kitty, or Liza from Turgenev’s Home of the Gentry, which endured even through 

Soviet times in literature, may have naively and innocently done things that were in slight 

opposition to the traditional standard role for women at the time, but they did not intentionally do 

things to rock the boat concerning rules and cultural norms for Soviet women.  They were 

blameless, faultless and impeccable model mothers and women, and their actions, if they were 

slightly offensive or did so happen to slightly cross a line into deceitfulness, were not considered 

rebellious. 

However, many female heroines in Russian and Soviet literature were also far from ideal 

– such as the heroine Anna Karenina herself.  During the period of glasnost’, a previously 

silenced, but more realistic, literary woman appeared.  This woman purposefully and brazenly 

violated, defied and challenged the cultural norms for Soviet women. Though this new literary 

female figure as in direct contradiction to long-held societal beliefs about what a good woman 

should be, she was recognized as a reality in Soviet life in the turbulent times of the late 1980s.   

 

Biblical Beginnings 

           The concepts of women and purity, motherhood, and apparent subordination and 

submissiveness were most likely handed down from the Bible and Orthodox liturgy.  The Bible 

devoted chapters and verses to describe a woman's role in society.  The Bible comments on 

women’s equal status and ranking in relation to her mate.  In the Russian Synodal Bible, 

commonly used by the Russian Orthodox Church, it is written: “and the Lord God said, it is not 

good that man should be alone; I will make a help meet for him” (Genesis 2:18).  According to 
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the cited verse, Eve was made to serve as a helper and a companion or mate for man; however 

her status as the man’s equal is not clearly defined. 

 The Bible gives clear instruction regarding the appropriate conduct of women.  Women 

are to act with decency and dignity, and conduct their lives and familial affairs in a highly moral 

manner worthy of respect; she should remember that “a kindhearted woman gets honor” 

(Proverbs 11:16).  Secondly, the physical features of the proverbial “good woman” are not to be 

highlighted over her morality; as Proverbs 31:30 says, “Charm is deceptive and beauty is vain.” 

Thirdly, Proverbs 9:13 states that the righteous woman is to stay away from imprudent behavior 

because “the foolish woman is clamorous; she is simple and knows nothing.”  Furthermore, 

Eve’s name means “mother of all living” (“All the Women of The Bible”). This name assigns a 

discernible role to the female gender. 

The Bible sums up the qualities a righteous, worthy, blameless and wholesome female 

was supposed to have.  For a woman to be considered ‘good’, the Bible states that she was to be 

a ‘helper’ to her spouse. She is to be self-effacing, and without complaint she is to set aside her 

own wishes for the sake of her spouse.  She is to behave in a highly respectable and honorable 

manner, and be the bearer of children and the pious nurturer of home and hearth.    

 

Russian Cultural Attitudes from Biblical Beginnings 

          Prince Vladimir of Kievan Rus’ accepted Christianity in 988 AD.  Russian clergy have 

conveyed Orthodox Church doctrine and biblical teachings to followers in Russia for over a 

millennium. Centuries of Russian women were expected and directed to submit to biblical 

teachings concerning women.  Religious entities helped ingrain such patriarchal attitudes 

towards the female gender on the population.  Furthermore, women experienced deterioration in 
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their position in Russian society from the thirteenth century to the heyday of Muscovy in the 

sixteenth century (Ziolkowski, 2). 

In the 16
th

 century, the Domostroi (Domestic or Household Order) became the critical 

source of foundational information and described the specific behavioral, moral, and physical 

attributes for Russian women.  Furthermore, the Domostroi instructed Russian men and Russian 

women how to properly behave within the home and in society.  Several chapters in the 

document outline appropriate etiquette and recited the roles and expectations of women.  The 

document was modeled from biblical texts and included the existing familial moral codes and 

rules for the appropriate behavior of women that had already shaped Russian attitudes and 

perceptions toward the family unit. The Domostroi, in terms of a woman’s place and role in 

Russian society, places a heavy emphasis on women being completely subordinate and 

submissive to men, especially their fathers and husbands (3).  Furthermore, the Domostroi 

outlines the expectation for the Russian female to uphold her maternal obligation to bear children 

and raise them.  Finally, the document calls on women to take responsibility to maintain a 

healthy, habitable and hospitable home, as well as engage in domesticated activities such as 

cooking.   

The manual was intended to mainstream societal functions, as well as outline civil 

obligations and family (Pouncy, 1).  Pouncy claims the handbook was probably written for the 

fortunate few men in the aristocratic hierarchy of society, men who were ultimately responsible 

for the reputation of the home (5).  Pouncy quotes the handbook’s commands for the patriarch of 

the home to teach and give instructions concerning submissiveness, contentment, happiness and 

obedience to his wife; Pouncy reiterates that a woman was expected to be “obedient to her 

husband “and obliged to comply and “quiet (ly)” follow her husband without question (103, 20). 
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Pouncy maintains that a woman’s disposition, her modesty, chastity, obedience to her 

husband, firmness with her children, and knowledge about the running of the household were 

indeed “responsibilities” (20).  A good wife, Pouncy remarks, should not only strive for the core 

competencies listed above, but also “protect the interest of their households by refraining from 

gossip, theft, bad manners, drunkenness, promiscuity, and other sins” (20).  Besides these 

qualities, Chapter 20 of the Domostroi notes that a woman also needs to act with self-discipline 

and be hospitable, loving, and kind (102-103).  

The Domostroi condones a double-standard within certain aspects of marriage. For 

example, Pouncy notes that the original document states that men are allowed to beat their wives 

within prescribed limits, but women are not allowed to reciprocate.  The Domostroi states “a 

drunk man is bad, but a drunk woman is not fit to be on the earth (132).  This double-standard 

about the acceptance of men’s drinking within the Russian household has long survived in belief 

and tradition within Russian society (Polowy 1995, 273).  

           Furthermore, Pouncy describes women’s status in the home as neither total slave nor 

master; sometimes the slave servant was considered in higher regard than the woman of the 

house (Pouncy, 34).  She was a ‘servant’ to her husband and father and she was also mistress of 

her own servants.  In the home, a woman’s role was clear; the matriarch knew her housekeeping 

duties and responsibilities.  However, status in relationship to the patriarch of the family was less 

apparent and obvious; Pouncy remarks that regarding the overall position of women in the home, 

her status was ambivalent and “anomalous” (27).  Ultimately, as Chapter 15 of the Domostroi 

shows, Russian women were given a certain amount of power in the domestic sphere, but were 

afforded very little equality, socially or politically, with men.  Because women were not thought 
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of as socially equal with their mates, women found themselves in a very challenging role within 

the family unit. 

 The Domostroi’ influenced Russian society.  However, this influence was not the result 

of the fact that the document was widely read.  As Pouncy points out, new ideas about the proper 

function of government and new technology such as the printing press came about during the 

16
th

 century, allowing for manuals and former religious and secular texts to be translated and 

available to Russians of many classes and to the masses (19).  As time went by, women’s status 

in society stayed relatively the same, and not until the latter half of the 19
th

 century did these 

long held traditions and beliefs come up for questioning, debates, and discussion.  

 

Proverbs 

 Proverbs are an important oral genre, which reveal long-held ideas, mind-sets, and beliefs 

that are widespread across class and status in a society.  Proverbs are sayings that reflect attitudes 

from a number of original sources.  The following oral proverbs relate to the continual and 

perpetual displacement of women as equals in Russian society and may stem from biblical 

precepts.  For example, the proverb “the happiness of men is in deeds, and the happiness of 

women is in children” explains how happiness is achieved by men and by women differently 

according to their gendered roles (Dal’, 220).  This proverb meant that the male received 

pleasure from his works, endeavors and accomplishments, while the woman received 

contentment from the family and her offspring.   

 Proverbs that relate to the role women played in creating the home state that “a house 

without a husband is half a home, a house without a wife is no home at all” (219).  This saying 

may have biblical roots concerning women being companions for their husbands.  This adage 
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delineates a women’s role in the home and also obliges a woman to uphold her role to nurture 

and keep order within the home.   

Proverbs do more than just define a woman’s role in the home. For example, the adage 

“the husband is the head, the wife is the soul” explains that a woman’s role in the home is 

significant (219).  Both proverbs listed above not only confirm the expectations of women in the 

familial unit and home, but also affirm a woman’s importance within it.    

The demeaned position of the Russian woman within her culture is stated in the following 

proverbs: “A chicken is not a bird, and a woman is not a person,” and “a chicken cannot be a 

rooster, and a woman cannot be a man” (220).  Both proverbs establish the idea that women were 

not the equal of and carry less worth than men.    

As has already been noted, the Russian clergy was an important vehicle to continue to 

hand down proverbs and shape long-standing cultural beliefs and attitudes.  Many proverbs have 

direct ties to biblical concepts.  These biblical ideals that became proverbs reiterate women’s 

status in Russian culture.  For example, the biblical proverb and motif that explains the faultless 

or flawed characteristics of women, such as “warnings against wantonness, deceptive charm, 

foolishness, the unreliability of the evil woman and the piety, industriousness, charity and 

wisdom of a good woman”, caused a perception of the duality of the female sex in Russian 

society began to take shape because the proverb defined women as either ‘good’ or ‘bad’ 

(Ziolkowski, 3).  As a result of this perception, which stems from a biblical source, society is 

able to continually marginalize women and their status through the established vehicle of 

spirituality and culturally entrenched attitudes and beliefs (Ziolkowski, 2).  

Sometimes the proverbs reflected fundamental biblical ideology.  For example, the basic 

principle of sin was stirred up by the proverb that states “where Satan fails, a woman will 
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succeed” (Dal’, 222).  Overall, this proverb suggests that every woman has the potential to be 

even more sinful and devious than the devil himself.  Other times, Russian proverbs were the 

result of direct and precise instructions often inspired by the biblical book of Proverbs 

(Ziolkowski, 2).  For example, the Russian adage that specifically outlines good and evil female 

types in society is taken almost directly from King Solomon’s Proverbs 31 teachings.  The 

biblical proverb says that although honey may flow from the lips of a “licentious” woman for a 

time, soon enough her foolish ways will cause destruction to those who stay close to her 

(Proverbs 5:3-6).  The same proverb also notes that a good woman is more precious that jewels, 

and that her husband “rejoices” in her because he is “blessed” by her (Proverbs 31:10-31).  The 

Russian proverb that comes from the one noted above again reiterates that if a woman is evil, she 

will lead her man astray, and if a woman devotes her life to domesticity, she will be worthy of 

the epithet ‘good’ (Polowy 2007, 267).  

 In sum, Russian proverbs and sayings like the ones above continue to deepen the belief 

that women are either perfect or sinful, that a woman’s place is rearing children and caring for 

her husband in the home, and that women are not equal to men.  Proverbs that were delivered by 

word of mouth expertly and fearfully combined revered biblical concepts with secular texts.  Not 

only was the proverb a spoken idiom but the combination of spoken forms backed by religious 

texts further strengthened the proverb’s meaning and life expectancy. Russians know these 

proverbs and over the centuries have adopted many essentialist and gendered attitudes toward the 

role and place of women in society.  History shows that when these attitudes are challenged, the 

one contesting the issue can be charged with being rebellious, sinful, disobedient, malevolent, 

and defiant.   
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Cultural Attitudes from the 18
th

 Century to the 1917 Revolution 

           During Peter the Great’s rule (1682-1721) and well into the 19
th

 century, women’s 

subordinate status and role in patriarchal Russian society essentially did not change.  The reign 

of Catherine the Great (1762-1796) produced minor reforms that gave women new opportunities 

(Gabor, 7).  Although the reforms set up state-funded schools, females were still only educated 

on how to become “proper wives and mothers”; the reforms only strengthened support for a male 

dominated state and promoted the traditional image of “the ideal woman” (Gabor, 7-9; Bressler, 

285).  

 Scholars note that such dominant attitudes towards curtailing reforms and rights for 

women continued. Catriona Kelly refers to nuances in dominant cultural beliefs about women in 

Russia in the nineteenth and twentieth centuries and says that  “if assumptions of women’s 

inferiority have been persistent, they have not by any means been ubiquitous; if the presumption 

that women are different from men has been universal, that difference has been understood in 

various ways” -- meaning that ‘sexualist’ attitudes have not been universal, but the presumptions 

about the difference between men and women have been (Kelly, 3). 

 Kelly further claims that the question of women’s status was periodically questioned 

during alternating periods of political progress and upheaval in Russia,: “The late eighteenth and 

nineteenth centuries, it is argued, saw a slow but steady progress towards the liberation of 

women from discrimination by law, in society, and in the family” (21).  Gabor substantiates this 

idea that the lagging progress concerning women’s status and notes that throughout the 1800s, 

male political and social figures deliberated and disputed the traditional and “subordinate role of 

women (in marriage),” albeit from “a traditionally male perspective” (Gabor, 7).  To underscore 

this male perspective, both Gabor and Richard Stites cite the 1836 code of laws which states that 
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the “woman must obey her husband, reside with him in love, respect in unlimited obedience, and 

offer him every pleasantness and affection as the ruler of the household” (Gabor, 9; Stites 1978, 

6-7).  The social authorities in Russian society continued to codify the image of the ideal Russian 

woman.  

  From the 1840s, Russians began to urgently discuss the accursed questions that denoted 

important social and political issues of the day. Kelly says that these discussions included the 

“woman question” and gender relations (20). She also remarks that changes in women’s lives 

were positive, but relatively insignificant because as men received upgrades in their access to 

social reforms such as education, women received minute and anomalous changes in their home-

style curricula (22).  Kelly notes that that toward the end of the nineteenth century only small 

gains and changes in women’s educational curricula had occurred; these minute changes 

included “social skills” (22). These small steps became the basis for a series of decrees 

promoting women’s economic independence after the 1917 Bolshevik Revolution, and, 

ultimately, for creating a heroine opposed to the stereotypical trend of pre-Revolutionary Russia. 

 

Cultural Attitudes from the 1920s to Glasnost’ 

 Vladimir Lenin said that “no nation can be free when half of the population is enslaved in 

the kitchen” (“Women in the Soviet Union”, 2001). Pickard notes that reforms happened for 

women in 1917, and some of the changes to affect women included the equal right to hold land, 

be head of the household and to receive equal pay.  Furthermore, attention was paid to women's 

childbearing roles and special maternity laws were introduced forbidding long hours and night 

work (Pickard).  Pickard claims that paid leave was established at childbirth, family allowances 

and childcare centers were created, abortion was legalized in 1920, and divorce was simplified 
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and civil registration of marriage was introduced (Pickard).  The reforms were met with backlash 

and the Bolsheviks were accused of breaking up the familial unit as this attempt to promote 

equality among the genders was negatively received by the authorities and society in general 

(Pickard). 

 At the beginning of the 1920s, Soviet women, in theory, had new work opportunities and 

better conditions for domestic roles. The new Soviet woman properly managed her house and 

chores, and became a woman with employment opportunities outside the home.  Even though 

these sweeping changes were initiated, the prevailing societal consciousness decided to hang on 

to the dominant stereotypical traditional thoughts that were comfortable and already a part of 

society’s fabric. Alexandra Kollontai, in her essay “Communism and the Family”, uses the words 

“tiring” and “irritating” when speaking about women’s lives.  Tony Cliff notes, women felt 

“cooped up” (Cliff, 16).  

 Later, during the mid-1900s, the propaganda image of the ideal Soviet woman was 

realized by the familiar and mass-produced posters of positive, healthy and active women that 

lined Soviet subway stations.  However, as Mary Buckley says, the Soviet government also 

officially recognized that motherhood included cooking, cleaning, washing clothes and rearing 

children (“Women in the Soviet Union”, 1981). The duties listed above were the very same roles 

that prevented women from being economically independent.  Buckley writes that during the 

pre-glasnost’ times , women may have been vital in the workforce, but their absence in the home 

left questions about who would do the chores and raise the children despite the establishment of 

daycares, crèches, public dining rooms, laundries and other social services (Buckley).  The 

tensions between traditional beliefs and revolutionary beliefs about the role of women became an 

almost insurmountable barrier to attaining equality (Buckley). 
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 For example, Nataliia Baranskaia’s povest’“Неделя как неделя” (“A Week Like Any 

Other”, originally published in 1974) finally brought the “double burden” role of the Soviet 

woman to public consciousness. It seems that society started to acknowledge and understand the 

toll of women, especially in regards to the heavy burden on women being expected to look after 

the home while simultaneously holding down a full time job. Furthermore, the work alluded to 

double standards in expectations and norms concerning relationships and marriages. The heroine, 

Ol’ga, was very grateful that her husband did not play around or have a drinking problem like so 

many other husbands did; yet she felt frivolous when she took time for herself to get a haircut.  

Instead of the image of the dutiful and morally upstanding woman of the 17
th

 century who 

diligently navigated her housework, it seems that an image of a heavily-burdened working 

woman who was at odds with maintaining the traditional role of women within the home 

emerged.   

 

Vulgarity, Tastelessness and the Daily Routine 

The traditional female Soviet figure was far from irresponsible in her house duties.  She 

was not overtly reckless, she was not trivial, occupying herself with things of bad taste, and she 

was not spiritually deficient.  Svetlana Boym says that in Soviet and Russian culture, the 

concepts of being spiritually deviant and trivial is combined into one larger concept that is hard, 

if not impossible to define and translate into English; the Russian equivalent for this concept is 

embodied in the word “poshlost’” (Boym 1993, 50).   Boym says that in Russian society and 

tradition, poshlost’ is also “linked to the discourse of love” (61).  Boym comments that poshlost’ 

is akin to the words ‘bad taste”, and has been “increasingly feminized” (63).    
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Furthermore, Boym says that poshlost’ carries a negative connotation and the “sin” of 

poshlost’ is derived from its eclectic nature (63-64).  Poshlost’ is linked with feminine guiles and 

sin; therefore, the proverbs mentioned earlier actually might have carried a hint of truth within 

the superstitions. Boym notes that idea of exhibiting a poshlost’ lifestyle was thought of during 

the 1900s as embedded and embodied in a ‘poshlye’ “middle-aged sexually loose woman who 

probably bought herself a title of nobility” (63-64).  Boym likens this female figure to one which 

embodies “all aspects of poshlost’, including sexuality and the mythologies related to social class 

(63-64).  Boym notes that poshlost’ “reveals many connections with the (Russian) cultural myth 

of femininity” (59).  This perception of someone with a loose sexual nature was insulting and 

offensive enough to cause, as Boym states, those who were accused of acting in such ways to be 

perceived as “insignificant” and “worthless”, even to the point of being “worn out” and 

“obscene” (61).  In other words, Russian culture has connected this derogatory term with the 

moral confines surrounding the sexual activity and daily routine of women.  The heroines 

discussed in the following chapters will exude an air of poshlost’ as their actions cross the lines 

of tastelessness, tactlessness and obscenity.  

Boym notes that Vladimir Nabokov called poshlost’ “an unobvious sham,” “not only 

obviously trashy but also the falsely important, the falsely beautiful, the falsely clever, and the 

falsely attractive” (62). These definitions will be useful in the later discussions of literary 

characters. The heroines analyzed in the chapters that follow may seem deceptively shrewd, 

while not being so “obviously trashy”.   The heroines may look like they are poshlye because 

they may seem crafty and witty without being perceived as downright cheap and worthless.   

           Furthermore, males did not want females who acted in such a repulsive manner and 

fashion as keepers of their hearth and child-bearers; despite this, female writers in the 1980s and 
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1990s, such as Liudmila Petrushevskaia, gave their female heroines this characteristic.  In order 

to get ahead, the female heroines Iraida Alexandrovna, Ali-Baba and Saveleva (characters who 

will be studied later in this discussion) all exhibited some form or another of poshlost’.  Though 

the three women were tainted and tarnished, the literary works these characters appeared in had 

many readers. It appears that the established fair maiden no longer was the star of women’s prose 

and a scandalous and sultry sex-crazed antagonist appeared more often in the leading roles.  

Over hundreds of years of Russian history, the popular attitudes about the role of women 

have remained relatively unchanged and stable.  From the Domostroi’s directives that the female 

should bear children and be a good mother all the way through to the Soviet-era successes for 

women in acquiring education and assuming an important role in the workforce, women’s status 

in the Russian attitudinal system nonetheless remained second-class.    

 The problem is how powerful, deep-seated, and ingrained the beliefs concerning the 

female gender and her second-rate status have become.  As Larisa Kosygina states, “…. amongst 

the most powerful beliefs about gender which influence people’s behavior in Russia are 

perceptions of men as breadwinners and women as having the prime responsibility for taking 

care of the home and children” (189).  Such beliefs are so widespread that they have become 

‘invisible’ to people and this only adds to their power.   As Teresa Polowy points out, within the 

Russian mind and soul, the traditional roles of women within the family and society are very 

invisible and yet very entrenched (Polowy 2007, 266).   

 As will be shown later, the appearance in Russian literature in the 1980s of a subversive 

and alternative heroine who did not behave in the expected manner provoked male-dominated 

literary criticism to label these characters as trifling due to their uncharacteristically stubborn, 

uncontrollable, and overly sexual natures. In fact, many critics widely and publicly accused the 
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authors of such heroines of writing “chernukha” -- the “dark” side of daily life (Sutcliffe 2009, 

98; Goscilo 2002, 301).  As will be shown, heroines like E.P Saveleva subvert these deep-seated 

Russian ideas and attitudes about women and their expected place and role in society.  

 

Cultural Attitudes and Change 

           Change in belief systems does not come about easily.  It may take several decades for 

long-standing traditions and established moral codes to change within one individual, but it takes 

even longer for an entire society to address and embrace change. The value system pertaining to 

gender that has prevailed in Russia for centuries have been briefly documented above. 

Comparing Vaneeva’s Saveleva to the image of the “proper” Soviet woman, we see an opposite, 

un-idealized image of the Russian woman.  Saveleva was not the heroine that Soviet women 

aspired to be, but she was the woman that many of them could relate to and, in some cases, 

identify with. 

 If there is a standard literary image and an alternative appears and is favored for a time by 

publishers and the reading public, how does this happen?  What factors were at play to make 

female heroines, such as Saveleva, and other female antagonists or protagonists notable in the 

literary world?  There must have been cultural or political changes that allowed them to surface.  

The next section will address those changes that allowed this female character to materialize.  
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CHAPTER TWO 

 

The Catalyst to Change: Glasnost’ 

 

 Change is difficult to adopt when long-standing traditions and establishments have 

adapted to specific social, cultural, economic and political contexts. In the 1970s, the Soviet 

Union was in a period of stagnation after the political and cultural thaws of the immediate post-

Stalin era (1953-1965).  Nadya Peterson summarizes the unstable conditions and notes that 

“economic slowdown,” “political corruption,” and “an aging and inept leadership combine to 

make a widespread sense of stagnation and drift” (21). 

The stagnation in society was the calm before the storm of reform in the mid-1980s. 

Leonid Brezhnev, the General Secretary of the Communist Party of the Soviet Union died in 

1982 after eighteen years in power.  He was replaced first by Yuri Andropov (1982-84), then by 

Konstantin Chernenko (1984-85), and finally by Mikhail Gorbachev (1985-1991), the architect 

of Soviet perestroika (restructuring) and glasnost’ (openness).   

The economic and political problems discussed earlier not only applied to the political 

stagnation of the country, but also affected other areas, such as literature (Peterson 1997, 21).  As 

will be shown in later chapters, women’s prose, was not considered imperative and relevant in 

the male-dominated literary arena.  Female writers were not taken seriously, and the subjects of 

their works were seen as insignificant and of no importance.  Furthermore, women’s prose stayed 

as stagnate as the political and economic atmosphere of the country, and women’s prose did not 

progress and evolve significantly in the time leading up to the glasnost’ era.  

The Soviet government had already applied what they felt was proper legislation that 

aided and guided females in their social, economic, and domestic role.  Sutcliffe explains that 

state policy had prescribed proper rules and behavior for each gender and that there were already 
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established policies that did not welcome the “destabilizing scenario of gender reversal and the 

prospect of effeminate men and mannish women” (Sutcliffe 2009, 27). 

Martin Malia surmises that Gorbachev enacted several governmental policies not 

intended to upset the established order, but instead to make the established order of government 

processes more transparent (Malia, 437). The policy was termed glasnost’, and aimed to air and 

discuss the political and social realities of the country.  In short, glasnost’ called for the public, 

frank and candid discussion of shortcomings in the dealings and inner workings of the 

Communist administration and society as a whole (437).  This more relaxed environment for 

debate and discussion was something the average Soviet citizen was not used to and had not 

experienced in decades. For all its good intentions, the “openness” that glasnost’ attempted to 

create actually caused many destabilizing and detrimental consequences in Soviet society. 

Peterson claims that glasnost’ tore apart established ideologies that the Soviet citizen 

understood in relation to approved gender roles, identities and relationships within society (159 

& 194).  Glasnost’ should have served to make and keep gender boundaries clear but instead the 

reforms seemed to be counterproductive because new problems appeared as the old ones were 

laid bare.  Glasnost’ revealed to the country the real problems society faced and the country had, 

such as alcoholism (Malia, 423).  For example, the purpose of openness and advocating for 

women’s employment blurred the traditional gender roles that the country had established for 

centuries.  

Furthermore, the relaxation of formerly strict censorship policies and the introduction of 

perestroika - the restructuring of the government’s processes and affairs - accompanied 

glasnost’.  Besides uprooting the deeply ingrained policy of silence and censorship that the 

Soviet Union operated within culturally, the relaxed policies resulted in an enhanced freedom of 
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speech for the media and individuals.  Mass media was especially affected by these changes 

since it had been a fixed state-run and institutionalized entity.         

Besides affecting the ideological, political and economic spheres and sectors of the 

country, glasnost’ initiated sweeping changes in Russian literature. Carol Adlam explains the 

extreme importance of literature as an instrument of education in the Soviet Union and why it 

was such a key institution to try to change as she notes: “literature occupied a central position in 

the reform process, and was consciously enlisted by Gorbachev when he publicly called upon the 

intelligentsia, writers, and mass media practitioners in general to ‘seek the truth together’” 

(Adlam, 2).  In seeking the truth, Adlam remarks, Gorbachev intended to abandon previous and 

specific ideologies of closed and nationalist attitudes and adopt a universal pan-cultural 

humanism (2).  

However, part of this rationale backfired.  Glasnost’ era literature and journalism aired 

the Soviet Union’s problems and the government’s failed promises of creating the communist 

state.  Previously avoided topics, such as sexual indiscretion, prostitution and female drug 

addicts, and many failures and secrets were exposed.  Malia notes that the policies of glasnost’ 

intended to revive the Soviet system and society from their downward spiral actually undermined 

the myths that had internally sustained society and the system society dwelled in (421).  Malia 

develops this idea further: “…by the end of 1988 Gorbachev’s revolution from above had 

triggered another revolution--one from inside, so to speak”, and that the legitimacy of those 

established Soviet ideologies were swept away and discredited (435).  Finally, Malia concludes 

that this revolution was the doing of the media, and that this revolt and upheaval encouraged an 

uprising within the lower part of society because, in one moment and with the stroke of a pen, 

Soviet citizens were allowed to speak and write freely to the point of embarrassment, and 
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through this uninhibited freedom, the “repressed awareness of the ‘lie’ poured out into the open 

in a flood” (435).  These were all unintended by-products of glasnost’. 

Gorbachev’s reforms may have for the worse or better unintentionally also facilitated 

changes in the “who, what, how and why” of the processes of publication of literature. Adlam 

notes that conservative literary editors and authors left or were relieved of their posts, which 

changed the conditions for literary production (Adlam, 1). Besides this change in who processed 

the publication of literature, Adlam claims, the answers to the how, what and part of the equation 

of the change included economic disintegration, which affected the publishing of literature 

because paper shortages grew, publishing houses declined, and the printing of thick journals 

suffered and became obsolete (3).  Adlam adds that a reason for why the production of literature 

changed during the glasnost’ era was that now the production process was out of the censor’s 

reach and it was within grasp of the voracious marketplace (3).  These problems meant that 

censorship no longer regulated the release of publications or even the number of books to be 

produced, but instead, the consumer drove the demand for production.    

 It was at these pivotal and happenstance times that women authors, in particular, began to 

push for their writings to be published.  Because of the openness of glasnost’ it was now possible 

and allowable to speak about social ills and taboo topics that had been pointedly ignored, 

avoided, and hidden.  As an example, Adlam notes that writers Larisa Vaneeva and Valeriia 

Narbikova met and discovered they both had been writing, but had not been published, most 

likely due to the fact that their works were considered overtly risqué (25).  In the late 1980s, 

these women achieved their first publications. Other writers such as Liudmila Petrushevskaia 

became bolder during the 1980s in their works and character creation. In addition, Malia notes 
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that female writers whose works were formerly considered to “reek of subversion”, such as Anna 

Akhmatova, were finally published in Russia (268).  

The distinctively different and new prose of these female authors like the ones mentioned 

above did not follow the established and safe manner of already published literature and works 

that had preceded them.  The prose written at this time was clearly something ‘other’ than had 

been accepted by literary agents before it.  Adlam says that the ‘new’ prose of such journalists, 

male and especially female, became known as “alternative prose” (4).  The term ‘alternative 

prose’ was a phrase first used in 1988 by Sergei Chuprinin as a cover term for writers who 

breached civic tradition, and, through mediated socio-political transitions, tackled the taboo 

subjects of society, such as women’s problems and women’s vices, in their literature (4). 

Females and males wrote alternative prose, but women heavily dominated it. 

Instead of pleasant, proper, prescribed and wholesomely rich Socialist-Realist novels, 

such alternative writing was literature filled with gritty and informal first-person narratives, 

facets of harshness and degeneracy, and the degradation of women, family and society. As 

Adlam explains, alternative literature looked steamy, sultry, seductive and even perverse: 

“asocial thematics manifested themselves as extreme physiological descriptions (sexual, 

scatological even necrological)” (6).  Peterson, who concentrated on fantasy writing in her book, 

claims that alternative writing awakened a literary language that, in many works, used the device 

of fantasy in fiction, which reinvigorated the social imagination (23).   Women’s alternative 

prose was confusing to the Soviet and Russian population because it questioned the longstanding 

Soviet understanding of ‘teacher’ author and ‘student’ audience— perhaps because women were 

not in the position to be teaching moral and significant societal problems to the student or reader 

(Adlam, 5).  In short, according to Adlam, the alternative style in general confronted and tested 
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the long-held Russian and Soviet view that literature should be a moral tutelage and ethical 

upstanding vestige to and for the people, that literature should be the model and teacher of the 

desired social code, and that only dissident literature revealed an otherwise “hidden reality to the 

people” (6). 

The women whose prose was ‘alternative’, in general, sought liberation from the social 

conventions and grievances of the day, tackled formerly taboo problems glasnost’ now tolerated, 

and attempted to challenge the flawed notions of gender in the Soviet Union. Teresa Polowy 

notes that there was a notable resurgence “during the late 1980s, [in] a conservative and 

continuing trend toward family life” which included “notions about the importance of male 

dominance, strong family ties, chastity and stability” (Polowy 2007, 271).  She also notes that as 

the instability during the late 1980s grew and the economy shifted to a market economy, 

women’s position in society deteriorated as well. 

Some women authors focused on themes of social problems – such as employment and 

childcare. Other women tested taboo subjects and private issues such as female alcoholism, 

infidelity, and domestic violence. These authors in their distinct women’s writing also addressed 

the problematic ‘woman question’.  Adlam says that alternative writing was praised because it 

helped the social transition to address all manners of social ills (Adlam, 3).  Since the debate 

over women’s status in society is an ongoing discussion, alternative writing was also 

immediately dismissed by Soviet critics, because according to Adlam, opponents to alternative 

prose thought this type of literature was “irrelevant to the nation preoccupied with economic 

survival” (Adlam, 5).  

Aleksandr Ageev describes the “alternative” movement as a new style: 

 “State-nationalized, socialist literature little by little is giving way to another literature, 

which is close to the individual person [...] Here, the genre system is being actively 
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reconstructed, its habitual hierarchy destroyed, certain small genres are being brought into the 

forefront, and hybrid forms are making their presence known. The literature refuses any claim to 

moral leadership and monumental ideological pathos” (As cited in Adlam, 8). 

 

During the beginnings of “alternative literature,” women who wrote and challenged the 

meaning of ‘manliness’ sought to deliberately manipulate the accepted ideas of gender relations 

within society and explored a flood of subjects deliberately emptied of ethical content, or, what 

Adlam calls, topics of “extreme moral laxity” (3). It seemed the purpose and intent of women 

writers of alternative prose during the glasnost’ era was to shift from pragmatic to subversive. 

A shift in symbology, technique and content appeared in alternative writing.  

Excessiveness regarding packing on problems, situations, and overloading the reader with 

addressing many taboo subjects accompanied the female writer’s new writing techniques and 

styles.  Adlam calls this type of gluttonous overload, a “hyper valorization of explicit 

physiological thematics” (11).  Perhaps the female writer of the glasnost’ era did tend to go 

overboard with writing with a new found freedom to quickly, strongly and undeniably bring 

women’s problems to the forefront of the community consciousness.  Adlam further notes that 

the characters and the female “misfits” the glasnost’ era authors produced were the 

representation of alternative literature style’s mixed, if not cynical, description of the woman 

experience and showed borderline obsession with acting on whims and vanity, immorally 

engaging with the real issues in their lives in society (5).  The fictional heroines crafted and built 

by the glasnost’ era authors did not represent the ideal Soviet concept of a woman, and the newly 

created heroine was labeled as subversive.   

Helena Goscilo also identifies certain novel or previously unacceptable content that now 

was found in alternative women’s prose.  This content included: a “psychology” and “intense 

focus on women’s experience”; a “woman’s search for self-actualization” depicted amid real life 
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situations concerning love, familial relationships, abortion, infidelity, divorce and “conflicting 

pressures of home and career” (Goscilo 1994, 208).  Goscilo goes onto say that these concerns 

and “human preoccupations, such as integrity, materialism, compromise” and “self-delusion” 

were examined alongside social ills such as substance abuse, domestic violence and rape, 

inadequate living space and the sundries of dehumanizing practices (208). 

The usual rhetoric of women's literature was and is characterized and associated with byt, 

or the dullness of the everyday routine. However, in alternative prose, characters were created 

who found happiness despite life’s disappointments.  In addition, these authors often provided 

some ‘shock value’ for Russian readers and critics. Helen Goscilo says: 

“The bracing irreverence of New Women’s prose, its complete lack of ‘lady-like’ 

squeamishness and its refractory confrontation of life’s brutal seamy side sounded an 

original and disquieting note.” (Goscilo 2002, 302). 

 

Finally, Adlam says that women’s prose of the glasnost’ era was in effect a ”subset” of 

the entire “alternative prose” movement (Adlam, 17).  Because women’s prose showcased the 

new self-legitimacy and strength of writers previously silenced, many female authors adopted 

writing women’s prose as an alternative style that illustrated the female experience and female 

subjectivity as it was manifested in the inner (and sometimes outward) suffering and indignity of 

women's experience in the Soviet Union. Adlam says that the content during the early years of 

glasnost’ drifted towards experimentalism, or “anti-realism’ (17).  As a result of the perceived 

direction in which the alternative prose was headed in, in which many of the basic tenets of 

Socialist Realism, the required literary method of Soviet literature since 1934, were basically 

ignored and even rejected, women’s prose of the early glasnost’ years was labeled under the 

larger umbrella of and became interchangeable with the term of “alternative literature” and prose 

(17).  These basic tenets included optimism; heroes who were ordinary workers and peasants; 
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praise for the collective and Communist policies; moral simplicity; and easy accessibility to all 

readers. 

 Marina Abasheva called attention to the new form of the female role and her 

representation in society: 

 They [women writers] are developing a new type, woman alone and alienated from  

habitual social and psychological roles (and rules), a particular ‘inversion of the  

stereotype’ takes place [...] A non-mother. A non-housewife. A non-wife. Generally 

speaking, an anti-world is taking shape (Abasheva 1992, 9-14, cited from Adlam, 17). 

 

 This new woman and her questionable heroine status will be examined in Chapter Three. 
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CHAPTER THREE 

The Appearance of the Scandalous Heroine: 

Body Rhetoric, Culture Change and Other Markers 

 

           As the relaxation of restrictions, including Socialist Realist standards for literature, 

proceeded in the glasnost’ era, new anti-heroines dealing with and discussing various social 

illnesses and problems appeared in contemporary female Russian literature. Russian women no 

longer wanted to read literature that was intended as a blueprint for the model housewife to act in 

accordance with.  Soviet and Russian women did not want to peruse literature whose female 

characters lead a morally faultless lifestyle that was unrealistic. Instead of  blindly and 

apathetically digesting literature about a housewife whose life demonstrated nearly total 

perfection, the women of the era in the country were ready to devour any literature containing 

authentic women who lived and operated within a reality that was much less perfect and much 

more probable.    

           Nothing was off limits for the new alternative heroine to explore, say, or do. The purpose 

of such a heroine was two-fold.  Firstly, the alternative heroine tackled society’s taboo topics that 

were previously considered by the literary establishment too painful, indecent, irrelevant or even 

too embarrassing to discuss. Secondly, the female characters and authors dispelled the concept of 

the ideal Russian woman; in fact, the characters showed that, in reality, Russian and Soviet 

women could be anything but ideal. 

The traditional female heroine of Soviet literature received a makeover, which was 

subversive and antagonistic to the traditional model.   The “women’s experience” became a 

credible focus of literary works of many contemporary Soviet women. In this chapter, three 
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different models of the alternative woman character will be analyzed.   The discussion will 

primarily focus on the leading female characters as they tested and challenged the establishment.  

This chapter will also scrutinize the authors, as well as the techniques and methods the female 

writers used that helped them self-actualize themselves. 

 

The Stories and Their Protagonists 

Galina Shcherbakova (1932-2010) was born in Ukraine and taught Russian language and 

Russian literature during the 1960s.  As a professional author, in the 1970s Shcherbakova 

became a journalist and wrote fiction (Wilson, 1153).   Shcherbakova’s portfolio was not 

extensive, but in her few short stories and novellas, the author wrote about significant topics.  

Shcherbakova was specifically known for examining the inner working relationships of typical 

educated middle-class couples (Polowy 1995, 270).   

Shcherbakova’s prose had the indelible, concise, modest and abridged reporting style of a 

journalist. Wilson writes that Shcherbakova focuses on philosophical and serious themes; in 

particular, Shcherbakova observes the dynamics of marriage (1153).  Wilson also comments that 

Shcherbakova’s narratives concentrate on “the psychology of love”, with special emphasis on 

how the Second World War impacted the relationships of the generation that lived through it, 

and what effects the passage of time had on both the relationships and the people in them (1153).   

In addition, Wilson comments that Shcherbakova uses the aspects of retrospection, 

introspection and digression to propose the reason a present dilemma exists by suggesting a 

solution from within a long-ago past (1153).  Even though Shcherbakova writes on themes that 

should have been most sought out in standard literature and high prose, such as love and 

relationships, the style in which she writes and her attitude towards the topics she includes in her 
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works caused her to end up being labeled by critics as an “alternative” prose writer. The work 

examined here is pre-glasnost’ era literature, but due to the story’s tone and characteristics of its 

leading persona, the short story, as will be shown later, was labeled as ‘alternative prose’.  

Shcherbakova expressed the angst of glasnost’-era writers wanting to break out of the Socialist 

Realism mold, and her pre-glasnost’-era work and material during this time can be considered as 

transitioning into the glasnost’-era.  Therefore, it is fitting to be scrutinized in this discussion.   

Her story entitled “The Wall” (first published in 1979 and reprinted in 1983) features a 

married businesswoman named Iraida Aleksandrovna, who has grown disillusioned with her 

marriage and her existence.  Iraida ponders the success of her life and career in terms of self-

assurance, personal strength and self-worth.  Through dreams and inner reflection, she gradually 

comes to understand why she feels insecure, and mentally and physically afraid.  

The story begins in the midst of the typical morning routine between Iraida and her 

husband, Viacheslav Matveevich. The two speak at the kitchen table by talking over raised 

newspapers; it’s fairly apparent that the couple is distanced from one another and has 

communication issues.  As they make small talk, Iraida carries on a self-dialogue concerning her 

ill-fitting corset, her management style over her coworkers, and the green or yellow (depending 

on time of day and shadows) colored wall in her apartment which “frightens her” (Shcherbakova, 

88).  As indicated by the title, the wall represents more than just the physical separation of rooms 

in her apartment.  The wall distances Iraida from her husband and her past; provides her a reason 

to conjure up the past; and it is an effective metaphor to help Iraida not take personal 

responsibility and assign blame for things that happens to her.  Most frighteningly, though, at 

night, when the wall is illuminated by headlights and shadows from passing vehicles, the wall 

literally moves and becomes a haunting and demonic-possessed feature in her apartment. 
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The story progresses and during dinner, the couple argues.  Iraida speculates about the 

probability of marrying Viacheslav had she known that their relationship would turn sour and she 

ponders how much self-esteem she lost putting up a good front.  As the couple goes to bed, an 

imaginary ‘line in the sand’ is redrawn.  Iraida falls asleep and her mind drifts to a photo of 

herself when she was younger. Iraida dreams she was on a river bank in 1941 with her childhood 

crush Mitia, and friend, Leika. As the three discuss the meaning of life, Mitia ridicules Iraida’s 

lack of humor; Leika ridicules Iraida’s demeanor as reliable and safe.  Some time later, Mitia 

leaves to work and is killed from aerial bombardment at the start of the war. Years later, Iraida 

visits the school where Mitia was killed and thinks about missed opportunities of the past. 

The story continues as the couple dream about their individual failed past relationship 

issues.  In a vision, Viacheslav scrutinizes his past relationship problems in his previous 

marriage.  Now awake, Iraida ponders two other relationships she had long ago.  One was with a 

man much older than her; the other was with Valentin Petrovich, a man Iraida felt garnered the 

most respect for her.  Iraida recalls how pleased she felt in Valentin’s presence and thinks about 

children.  She also how remembers how badly she wished to please her parents and be married in 

her youth.  Iraida thinks about how she is condemned by a coworker at her office and Iraida 

dreams about her long-time never married friend Zina.  Iraida asks herself to consider the 

prospect of starting over, and if she had the choice, would she marry and if the effort to do so 

was worth it.  The novel ends as Viacheslav dreams about the breakdown in communication with 

his ex-wife and how it parallels the communication problems he and Iraida are having. 

 Shcherbakova remains committed to her interest in examining the innermost workings of 

successes and failures of marriage. Socialist Realism wanted to portray both the perfect aesthetic 

of great marriages and pretty women as the traditional female.  The sad figure of Iraida was not 
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the best vehicle to illustrate the above aesthetic, so Iraida receded back into the shadows.  

Because Iraida does not meet the standards of a perfect wife, she is no match for the mothers and 

wives who do seem more perfect and could not share the stage with them.  This attitude was 

considered indecisive, and it is not the norm for the traditional woman and could have received 

disparaging comments from critics because of its uncertainty towards the sanctimonious roles of 

women established in Russia.  Because of the idea stated above, Shcherbakova’s prose was 

categorized in literary circles as alternative women’s literature.   Readers were not yet ready for 

Iraida to become the mainstream housewife and manager, and characters like her were not 

written into the leading role in the 1990s. 

Like the authors Petrushevskaia and Vaneeva that will be examined later in this chapter, 

Shcherbakova tested the accepted traditional Soviet gender stereotypes. Anything or anyone that 

dealt with and attempted to change such long-standing beliefs faced dismissal or removal from 

the public scene and discouragement from creating other characters that challenged the status 

quo.  Shcherbakova confronts the stereotype of the traditional role of a woman keeping both 

marriage and family life functioning together as one unit in a stable and comfortable household. 

Polowy notes that Russian women who try to conduct their lives in this manner and differ from 

the status quo “are portrayed negatively”, because “they are perceived as undermining the family 

as the foundation of society (Polowy 1995, 273).  In Shcherbakova’s story, Iraida Aleksandrovna 

is a successful manager and wage earner, but is unhappy with her familial relationships and filled 

with regrets about past disappointments and lost chances and prospects.  Soviet and other literary 

critics may have felt that these are not qualities that should be filled by a leading character and 

supposed role model.  
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Shcherbakova tests the traditional representation of female strength and perseverance, 

and the traditional picture of male strength just as it will be shown that Petrushevskaia and 

Vaneeva will do in their stories. In the above story, Viacheslav had a lack of perseverance, 

emotional meltdowns and uncontrolled outbursts during previous arguments with his ex-wife 

that ended up with Viacheslav walking out of their marriage.  By both Iraida as a woman and 

Viacheslav as the patriarch of the family voicing their failures, weaknesses, dreams, and 

insecurities, the characters challenge the optimistic picture of Soviet reality. Shcherbakova also 

addresses the taboo subjects of chastity when she writes that Iraida fought with the idea and 

necessity of chasteness before marriage in order to please her parents as opposed to being 

sexually active, reckless and frivolous to please herself.  Shcherbakova confronts the taboo of 

showing support for a verbally and emotionally abusive spouse.   

Shcherbakova, as well as Vaneeva and Petrushevskaia, also gives much attention to, and 

openly deals with, the traditionally long-standing role of Soviet and Russian women who have to 

cope with drunken husbands.  In fact, Polowy notes that this issue is taken from an actual society 

vice and reflected as a critical problem within Russian prose (273).  Commenting extensively on 

Shcherbakova’s attention to this problem, Polowy says that Shcherbakova delves deeply into this 

issue of women who deal “on a daily basis with the husband’s alcoholism” (270).  Polowy also 

says this topic was often tucked into a larger framework and serves as a “catalyst” that reveals 

real “values, attitudes—gender stereotypes and social and cultural myths, for example, as well as 

perceptions of self and of others” (270). 

Shcherbakova calls attention to this particular topic of accepted male drinking as a 

problem in the story when she writes that Iraida found her husband’s hidden bottles of liquor and 

debated whether to throw them down the drain.  From the female point of view, Iraida thought 
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the argument was not worth having, and later on she dismisses any subsequent argument over the 

matter.  With a “dismissive wave of the hand,” Iraida thinks “to hell with him” and puts the 

bottle back in its hiding place (90).  Iraida thinks that his drinking is just something she has to 

tolerate. 

From the male point of view, as indicated by Viacheslav’s internal dialogue, drinking is 

accepted and encouraged in society.  Just like in long-standing tradition, Viacheslav provides 

many excuses to justify his drinking habit.  One hinted excuse was that drinking was helpful in 

dealing with his wife’s nagging.  During the argument, Shcherbakova writes that when Iraida 

locks herself in the bathroom, Viacheslav retrieves his hidden liquor from a drawer, drinking 

“greedily, with pleasure, right from the bottle.  Before, he used to do this openly, putting it on the 

table.  And still earlier he used to offer her some” (Shcherbakova, 90).  Viacheslav takes his 

drinking habit for granted as he glorifies his drinking habit and talks about its evolution as 

something the couple lived with, which eventually became a cause of further problems in their 

relationship. 

Viacheslav’s previous deeds to offer Iraida of some of the liquor and his current practice 

to drink by himself is done to prevent pestering and badgering from his wife, even to soften or 

avoid judgment and condemnation. As the story continues, during this incident, Viacheslav again 

asks Iraida if she wanted some liquor.  Iraida was angered by this request.  She thought 

Viacheslav was making excuses for his problem and she felt that he thought that Iraida should 

have just accepted it.  Iraida shows her agitation and disgust when her “thick plucked eyebrows 

would jump all the way to her hair” (90).  Viacheslav is dismayed and surprised at her reaction 

and says to himself “that would really set her off” (90).  All things mentioned in regard to the 

character challenging a tradition were reasons for critics and opponents of alternative literature to 
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promptly put Iraida and other female heroines like her back to the places from where she 

materialized.   

In this story, Iraida was a heroine because she destroyed the myth that women could not 

have both a career and marriage.  On the surface, Iraida is a good example of a woman who 

successfully juggles a corporate career while still being a good wife and taking care of the home 

and hearth.  Behind the façade, however, is a darker reality.  Work does not bring Iraida 

happiness, and ultimately, Iraida’s work and personal relationships are disasters.  Iraida, in her 

thoughts and dreams, lives in the darker more subversive and uncertain side of life; and although 

Iraida’s subversion is less detectable than with the other female protagonists that will be studied, 

it is there nonetheless.  In the end, Iraida was not happy because she was disillusioned over her 

past disappointments, but she was a heroine because she ultimately somehow lives through the 

failures, depressing past and bleak present, and seemingly even bleaker future. 

Luidmila Stefanovna Petrushevskaia (1938- ) is one of Russian women’s literature’s most 

preeminent and prolific writers.  Born at the height of Stalin’s purges and the Terror that 

followed, Petrushevskaia spent her younger years watching the women in her family struggle 

through dire circumstances.  After many years spent living with friends and various places in 

Moscow, the aspiring author eventually attended college and graduated with a journalism degree.   

Although her notoriety as a radio playwright in the 1960s and 1970s brought her early 

recognition, she initially began her career writing prose (Tomei, 1422). While Petrushevskaia 

wrote a multitude of stories and plays, only six were officially published from 1973 to 1986 

(1422).  In the mid-1980s, when the glasnost’ movement called for more transparency and 

openness of the country’s political and literary operations, Petrushevskaia gained international 

fame, and more of her works were published in the Soviet Union, possibly because her works 
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reflected the reality within the Soviet Union and people finally had the opportunity to applaud 

someone who wrote about it openly (Tomei, 1424).  During the late 1980s and throughout the 

1990s, Petrushevskaia enjoyed phenomenal success and was nominated for the Pushkin Prize for 

Literature in 1990 (1424).   

Petrushevskaia’s literary accomplishments are due to her being recognized as a writer of 

controversial force.  Tomei, Sutcliffe and other researchers have noted that Petrushevskaia is 

known for writing about the more unpleasant and sleazy parts of everyday life (Tomei, 1424; 

Sutcliffe 2009, 62).  Sutcliffe remarks that Petrushevskaia builds her stories around chernukha, 

or “sexually explicit or violent material” (62).  Sutcliffe also remarks that Petrushevskaia 

manifests stark and desperate fates of her characters, and Petrushevskaia hints at the animal 

instinct in human beings (62).  

Petrushevskaia’s characters pay dearly for their sins and transgressions as a result of 

living on the dark side: results from the indiscretion of a one-night stand ranged from accidental 

pregnancy to suicide (Sutcliffe, 62).  Petrushevskaia has a talent for creating an impending sense 

of drama. First, Petrushevskaia eliminates “direct speech” in her narratives; second, 

Petrushevskaia uses a “deceptively neutral narrative voice (whether first or third person)”; and 

last, she masters the art of creating characters that seemed distanced from their problems (Tomei, 

1426).   

 Tomei remarks that Petrushevskaia admittedly enjoys writing stories that “no one would 

publish” (1422).  Petrushevskaia regularly writes about the dark side of life and her unruly 

characters live within worlds of prostitution, alcoholism and drug abuse, physical domestic 

violence and homelessness. Tomei says that Petrushevskaia’s works center on the common 

spaces of communal rooms and apartments which are easily recognizable to the reader (1424).  
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Tomei also comments that the audience not only personally relates to living within them, but is 

also “instinctively repelled by the impression of bleakness” and hopelessness of the characters 

and their situation (1424).   

 Tomei continues on to say that plot is not a major concern for Petrushevskaia (1426).   

Tomei remarks that Petrushevskaia’s stories are documentary-style collections and depictions of 

“incidents” that were “designed to get to the bottom of ‘what happened’” and notes that 

Petrushevskaia’s characters live through a vicious cycle; after the event is over, the character 

ends up in a worse condition than when the incident started (1426).   Tomei comments that 

Petrushevskaia’s works have a female point of view (1427).  According to Polowy, 

Petrushevskaia is able to “ironize” gender stereotypes “with a healthy dose of skepticism” while 

providing the facts according to a female’s opinion (1995, 287). 

In Petrushevskaia’s short story “Ali Baba” (written in 1988), the eponymous female 

protagonist is virtually homeless; she is a drug user, abuses alcohol, and manically suicidal. The 

story recounts the incidents that occurred during a one-night stand.  The twelve-hour affair 

begins with a drunken Ali Baba out on the prowl at a local bar. Viktor, a single alcoholic 

scientist who had given up on women, sees that Ali Baba is dancing seductively; eventually they 

meet and begin talking.  During the conversation, Ali Baba engages in an internal dialogue with 

herself and describes her chaotic past.  Her unemployed mother is in hospital and repeatedly calls 

her; Ali Baba refuses to answer.  

Ali Baba has free access to the apartment, and she pilfers and sells valuable books from 

her mother’s library to feed her drug habit.  Ali Baba has few friends.   Furthermore, her split 

from her last boyfriend was quite traumatic and ended almost tragically. As a result of a fight 

over missing liquor, Ali Baba finds herself hanging over a balcony railing. Two strangers passing 
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by on the street below call the police and ambulance. After being treated for injuries sustained to 

her now deformed fingers, Ali Baba returns to the apartment, packs a backpack holding a pitiful 

few of her personal belongings, and leaves for her mother’s house. 

 Now, back at the bar, Ali Baba muses to herself over Viktor’s potential. She even buys 

the last round of drinks, and, finding out that he lives alone, willingly accompanies him to his 

musty one-roomed apartment. He is happy to entertain a decent woman, while Ali Baba is happy 

just to find suitable accommodation for the evening. They exchange light talk and have sex. 

Unfortunately for Ali Baba, the evening ends wretchedly. Viktor’s bedwetting promptly wakes 

her from her drunken stupor. In a shocked panic, Ali Baba takes sleeping pills, passes out, and by 

morning is discovered and revived by paramedics.  She is sent to the psychiatric ward, where, 

relieved, she tells other captive patients the stories about her previous suicide attempts. 

Although “Ali Baba” was well received, Petrushevskaia received hostile criticism from 

her opposition.  A generalized criticism was the accusation that her writing and style were 

drastically different from the standard and previously accepted works.  According to Nancy 

Condee, who personally interviewed Petrushevskaia in 1985, Petrushevskaia is “a controversial 

writer, but not for reasons that are immediately evident to the western reader” (1). Condee notes 

that Petrushevskaia provides familiar settings in her works, which should have not been 

considered controversial, such as the urban environments familiar to the establishment and 

readers (2).  However, Condee suggests what things Petrushevskaia could have done in her 

writing to be considered ‘controversial’, such as using a political setting that was not officially 

sponsored by the government or admitting “the existence of poverty” within the Soviet Union 

(2).  
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Petrushevskaia’s opponents criticized her for “scribbling about daily life” and the 

‘women’s experience’, and not writing about substantial and relevant topics for all society.  On 

the surface, this technique of Petrushevskaia’s should not seem the slightest bit controversial 

because she would be concerning herself with trying to address the attitude that women’s 

problems were the insignificant problems of the world.  Condee says that Petrushevskaia herself 

claimed that she did not write about everyday life, but the “exceptions” to it (9).  

As mentioned early, Petrushevskaia purposefully aimed to alter, change and revise 

former literary depictions and concepts of the Soviet woman, wife and mother.  Petrushevskaia 

did this is in a brutal and seemingly callous manner.  Sally Dalton-Brown quotes one of 

Petrushevskaia’s critics, Georgii Viren, who describes the direct and frank style of 

Petrushevskaia’s writing as “lacking in refinement, elegance and in general, (lacking in) beauty” 

(Dalton-Brown, 166).  Petrushevskaia’s development of Ali Baba was not neat or graceful, and 

the writing style of the story appeared to lack in sophistication. 

Some critics passed judgment on Petrushevskaia, and for other reasons, categorized her in 

the same group along with other contemporary authors who wrote “alternative” women’s prose.  

Slobodanka Vladiv-Glover gives a good insight on how exactly critics of Russian literature, such 

as Vladimir Potapov, defined alternative prose.  Popatov describes alternative prose as ‘”coming 

out of the underground’ where it is born as unpublishable literature” (Epstein, Genis and Vladiv-

Glover, 228).  Petrushevskaia wrote such material that was considered unpublishable and 

seemingly seeping and creeping up to the surface from the gutter.   

 Potapov further classifies Petrushevskaia and her work (along with other Soviet and 

Russian authors who did not fit the traditional mold) into the newly created “alternative”, “other 

prose” and “new wave literature” genres (227).  As a result of critics making the discussion more 
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about the importance of Petrushevskaia’s no-holds-barred style, which did not easily fit into 

existing categories and genres, the actual character of Ali Baba fell into the shadows.   

Petrushevskaia was also blamed for being “overtly gynocentric”, creating stories that 

dealt almost exclusively with women and their point of view, and she was accused of light male 

bashing (Tomei, 1427).  Tomei notes that Petrushevskaia’s opponents claimed that she portrayed 

men as the problem and “the element of conflict” (1427).  When men did play a part in 

Petrushevskaia’s storylines, they seemed to be the ‘punching bag’ of the female protagonist.  In 

“Ali-Baba”, the story showed several indirect instances where Viktor is the target of 

Petrushevskaia’s supposed anti-man agenda.  Firstly, Ali Baba plays more of a masculine and 

predatorily role than Viktor did.  Secondly, Ali Baba muses that Viktor does not live ‘with 

mommy’-- Ali Baba is criticizing a man who could not live without assistance from his mother.   

Lastly, Viktor has an embarrassing bedwetting problem after the two were intimate.  Critics had 

more than enough reason to blame Petrushevskaia for being a less-than-ideal Soviet female 

writer, so Ali Baba’s personality and features were given less attention.  Due to the storm of 

accusations and the attention on Petrushevskaia herself, Ali Baba fell from the spotlight. 

 Petrushevskaia faced other criticisms as well.  Since censorship effectively lessened with 

glasnost’, Petrushevskaia no longer had to use editorial tricks to discuss taboo subjects. 

Petrushevskaia had the freedom to blatantly make the illicit topics outright vices in her 

character’s lives.  Therefore, Petrushevskaia faced disapproval from literary authorities because 

the author comfortably broached formerly unmentionable social ills of Soviet society which were 

off-limits for public discussion.  Petrushevskaia exposed unmentionable topics and immoralities, 

such as: female alcoholism, domestic violence, and the necessity of prostitution.  The author 

effectively tackles these social ills when she creates out-of-control characters like Ali Baba.   
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In the story, Ali Baba has such an obvious problem with alcoholism that the audience is 

immediately confronted by the severity of her affliction. The reader meets the heroine Ali Baba 

as she is drinking in a bar.  Ali Baba fills the audience in on her previous incident over an alleged 

liquor scandal and Ali Baba reiterates to the audience that she has a pilfering habit, in which Ali 

Baba does for money to support her drug and alcohol problem.  When the reader is fully exposed 

to lives such as Ali Baba’s, there is no ignoring these societal ills need to be addressed.  

Petrushevskaia (and Ali Baba) brought inappropriate and explicit material to the forefront of 

Soviet society.   

Petrushevskaia also attacks the subject of byt, or the drudgery of women’s everyday 

routines, and challenges deep-seated perceptions surrounding it.  Petrushevskaia commendably 

shows that byt was not just a “women’s problem”, but a “life problem” (Sutcliffe 2009, 68).  In 

Petrushevskaia’s stories, she points out the disparaging fact that the daily grind and tedium of 

cooking, cleaning, and caring for the family is still restricted to women, even though 

Petrushevskaia championed that the chores should have been shared by everybody in the family.  

In Ali Baba’s story, Viktor, as a single adult man, should have been more than capable enough to 

conduct the chores mentioned above, as he was a physically able adult able to take care of his 

cleaning needs.  

However, Viktor is apparently not able to care for himself.  Ali Baba notes the musty 

smell in Viktor’s room moments before recalling that Viktor put clean linen on his bed.  

Furthermore, Ali Baba says that Viktor lives alone and more importantly, he does not live with 

his mother.  Because of the above fact, Ali Baba’s internal dialogue hints at the fact that single 

men usually did live with their mother, who most likely was the one who cared for their son’s (or 
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a male’s) cooking, cleaning, and household needs.  Here, the assumption is that the household 

chores that Viktor clearly does not attend to still belong to a woman, probably his mother.  

The criticism did not stop at just dealing with communal subjects. Not only were the 

vices of the characters spared no mercy, but the female characters themselves were critiqued.  

The character of Ali Baba represents the complete opposite lifestyle of her perfect and model 

Soviet and Russian predecessors, and Ali Baba’s personality and behavior clashes with the 

traditional roles of femininity and gender assignments within the family unit.  Soviet critics 

claimed characters like Ali Baba represented subversive women, those whose self-defeating 

actions bring hardship upon themselves and sabotage their attempts to have the perfect life.  

Sutcliffe points out that Petrushevskaia’s heroines “aroused (even) more critical ire” (79).  

Characters like Ali Baba were “non-mother,” “non-housewife,” even “non-wife” material 

(Adlam, 17).  Soviet censors and opponents of alternative prose and the authors who wrote in 

this style would have quickly wanted to rid the literary world of anything remotely resembling 

the salty Ali Baba.  

Ali Baba herself as a heroine is questionable because her lifestyle does not depict the 

positive moments that a supposed heroine would usually have, and that alone is grounds for her 

removal from the limelight in the opinion of some.  Ali Baba can be considered a heroine 

because she became a hero and champion for those who live chaotic lives but manage to survive.  

As Sutcliffe points out, partnering with Ali Baba causes readers to feel a higher degree of 

consciousness of her plight because: (1) they recognize her misery, (2) they feel empathy for her; 

and (3) they relate and recognize themselves in the futility of any situation.  People in various 

stages of life can recognize and even sympathize with Ali Baba. 
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Those who oppose calling Ali Baba a hero would cite the obvious: she was a character 

who lived a morally decaying, ruthless, selfish and egomaniacal lifestyle that would not be above 

reproach even by today’s standards, much less those of the glasnost’ and even later in early post-

Soviet times.  She created her own misery. Ali Baba’s scandalous life consists of a cycle of 

mistakes, tragic events and unfortunate and ill-fated decisions. Furthermore, Ali Baba is also a 

victim of glasnost’: now that the line between public and private events had effectively been 

erased, formerly hushed aspects of Ali Baba’s private life were no longer sacred or private and 

her alcohol problem, among her other vices, was now open to public scrutiny. Ali Baba and 

Iraida are great examples of women, who in their married and single states, represent a heroine 

who has tackled very debatable society taboos in their married and single statuses.  Through her 

character of the Saveleva, Larisa Vaneeva tests the taboo subjects within an even different 

marital status – a divorced female with children.  

Relatively unknown until the 1990s, Larisa Vaneeva (1953- ) has become a notable 

Russian female author whose prose falls into the “alternative” literature category. Helena 

Goscilo says that Vaneeva seeks to solidify her own “venturesome” or voyeuristic style as 

another viable authority within Russian literary circles with her personal feminine style and 

viewpoint through her works (Fruits of Her Plume, 252).  Postmodernism and the alternative 

literature appeared to set the stage to help liberate women writers like Vaneeva to be able to 

write with such power in her own particular, distinctly female, voice.  

Vaneeva’s strategy to defy social taboos through her explorative and exploitive style of 

writing is not subtle; in fact, this author embraces an unabashed and unashamed attitude toward 

writing about a woman’s physicality (Goscilo, Fruits of Her Plume, 137).  As she incorporated 

this strategy, Vaneeva was criticized for her “lack of inhibition” (Kelly 1994, 378).  Vaneeva’s 
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aim to authenticate her writing style within the high prose arena led her to compose with such an 

empowering point of view, that it could have been considered recklessness with an air of 

masculinity.  

Like Luidmila Petrushevskaia, Vaneeva often writes about chernukha, or the darker side 

of life.  Also like Petrushevskaia, Vaneeva uses an unrestrained inner discourse, “disclosing 

repellent physical minutiae” which “camouflages what is truly obscene: the physiological and 

physical pain and desolation” (Goscilo, Fruits of Her Plume, 143). Vaneeva’s interest in the 

exotic and erotic allows her to focus on divulging a grotesque body image that had not been seen 

before (137).  The pain and desolation of Saveleva, who comes to terms with the less-than-

pleasant physical appearance of her own body, is evident.  This kind of exoticism was far from 

what critics wanted Soviet literature to contain and embody.  

  In Vaneeva’s short story “Parade of the Planets” (1981, published in 1990), the female 

protagonist, Elena Petrovna Saveleva, is in the middle of one of her constant hallucinogenic 

highs acquired from excessive drinking.  The alcoholic and divorced mother’s vivid 

hallucinations are surreal, highly imaginative, and often sordid.  The story starts out one late 

night when Saveleva has an episode while on the metro.  Coming in and out of consciousness, 

Saveleva sees four red-headed aliens, and imagines that she has actually made contact with them. 

Saveleva briefly awakens to find herself in the deserted metro station well after one o’clock in 

the morning. 

Falling back into a stupor, Saveleva starts to hallucinate again.  On a Monday morning 

while on her way to work, Saveleva follows a stranger back to his science lab garage stacked 

with vacuums, needles and gas masks. They discuss the fact that Saveleva is a ‘biospheric’ entity 

immediately after she hallucinates about a past scouting trip where the scout master almost killed 
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her due to her wearing inappropriate clothing and attire.  After receiving deadly electric jolts, 

Saveleva hallucinates about her last lover and the events that led to her failed marriage.  

Immediately afterward, Saveleva relives her outrage during her last explosive violent outburst 

and recalls that during the eruption, she madly flung china about the apartment.  In the next 

hallucination, Saveleva is at her office, argues with coworkers, and then strips naked.  

In yet another vision, the divorced woman watches her daughter shoot drugs; then, 

Saveleva recalls that her daughter had broken her arm because Saveleva had grabbed the arm too 

tightly.  Saveleva with skepticism muses about her doctor’s warning that her current habitual 

alcohol abuse will kill her.  Her hallucinations range from spiders crawling everywhere and 

hacked limbs of an unidentified person to a lover’s prowess; they vary from Saveleva 

participating in a threesome with the lover with the dismembered body to seeing prism-like 

refracting lights.  Saveleva’s hallucinations include recollections of John Lennon’s murder and 

transparent walls and heavenly lights.  The alcoholic and drunk woman is floating in waving 

grass and dancing in the abyss amid snakelike tree roots.  Saveleva awakens to find herself on 

the motionless escalator steps; she wonders to herself: where did the three or four hours go?    

Vaneeva writes in an effective technique of fragmented “quasi-direct discourse” 

(Sutcliffe 2009, 76).  Her narrative is even more distinctive as Vaneeva drew on “physical 

forms” and “favor[ed] ellipses, temporal and special discontinuity” (91).  These fragmented 

scenes presented a challenge to standard Soviet literature, which favored directness and narrative 

simplicity. In Saveleva’s disjointed recollections, she often jumps from separate and distinct 

events within the same thought.  For example, one ellipse of time happens within milliseconds 

when Saveleva recalls that she was alone in the subway and that the escalators were silent. A 

moment later Saveleva was singing with a “pure” feeling of “innocence” (Vaneeva, 318).  A 
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microsecond later the drunken woman realized she was looking at aliens; then in the next 

millisecond, Saveleva thought she was to be “exterminated” (318).  This technique of writing in 

a fragmented way helps to define Saveleva as a troubled mother and woman. 

The discontinuity of the text and of Saveleva’s existence is evident in the disjointedness 

of the dialogue within one paragraph as it jolts the reader from thought to thought with no 

connections in between.  For example, in Vaneeva’s story it is written that: 

 

“Though it was already past 1:00 A.M. And the escalators weren’t running. And there 

was not a soul around.  Plus, there I was singing to myself out of this wonderful feeling of 

innocence and purity.  I had just begun to sense something, a new Exit, a positive platform . . . 

you know what I’m getting at . . .when I ran head-on into them” and “we stared at each other. 

And instantly understood it all…. They hadn’t planned on making contact. It’s possible I was 

supposed to be exterminated . . . my mind sterilized . . .  but I remember everything. . .  Except 

for three of four hours” (318).  

 

Furthermore, Vaneeva incorporates multiple former taboo subjects into her works.  She 

tackles topics such as female alcoholism, traditional gender roles within the family, and 

femininity. Saveleva is a divorced drunkard of a woman who “knew she made a good 

impression, even when she was trembling slightly from a hangover” (322).  

Vaneeva also defies the traditionally held concept of femininity and the cultural belief 

concerning women and their bodies and the perfection that was expected of them. Saveleva 

embodies the opposite view of beauty and femininity. On the subject of sex, as opposed to being 

chaste or celibate, Saveleva personifies the masculine ideal of “put(ting) out,” and, Saveleva had 

a “wild hypersexuality” (Vaneeva, 326).  On the matter of appearance, Vaneeva writes that 

Saveleva had a “neck that was meant for kisses and axes,” “a small head,” and she “had a 

complex about her short, still outwardly strong legs” that did not compliment her “plumpness 

and a slight crookedness” that “added a special charm” (326).  
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Saveleva was very aware that she did not exude the epitome of beauty because she had 

“that sensation of having two halves: the most exquisite Chardinesque bust and the Tatar-

Mongolian bottom half of a stone maiden.  As if a magician had cut her in half and set her in a 

gaping cast iron mold” (326).  In fact, Vaneeva writes that if Saveleva continues with her current 

smoking habit, Saveleva will “be able to forget about her complex entirely”; meaning that if she 

continued smoking, Saveleva would be dead and no longer need to worry about her body not 

looking aesthetically pleasing (326).  All these violations of the ideal of feminine beauty may 

have been grounds for Vaneeva’s works and characters to be dismissed by opponents in the 

literary arena.  

Vaneeva tests the long held deep-seated myth concerning gender roles within the family 

unit.  Through Saveleva, Vaneeva openly airs and exposes dirty laundry and taboo subjects in the 

story such as parental roles within the family, nymphomania, prostitution and alcohol and drug 

use.  Because Vaneeva confronts the problems in her voyeuristic style, critics took aim at her 

attempt to validate her authenticity as a women’s writer of high prose.  As a result, there would 

be fewer characters with Saveleva’s qualities.  Although Saveleva’s past attempts were not 

successful - her daughter was a runway and drug addict like her mother - Saveleva tries to hold 

her family unit together as a divorced woman fulfilling both parental roles.  As Vaneeva herself 

attempted to attack established attitudes using the wildly erratic antics of Saveleva, critics had a 

very good reason and excuse to banish Saveleva from the limelight and discourage the future 

creation of characters like her.  Anyone airing dirty secrets, such as Vaneeva, was quickly sent 

packing and back to the recesses from which she emerged.  

Despite the fact that Saveleva was overshadowed by the subjects Vaneeva brought to 

light in Soviet and Russian society, there is the issue of whether or not Saveleva is a heroine.  On 
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one hand, Saveleva is a hero because she defies long held cultural beliefs and causes society to 

acknowledge them.  She shows the vulnerability of a woman who functions within a chaotic, 

unending, ill-fated lifestyle.  On the other hand, Saveleva is not a hero because her life is in 

direct opposition to the perfect Soviet heroine. Not only is she a horrible and atrocious mother 

and wife, she fares no better in her professional career (she was fired). Her loneliness and her 

self-defeating lifestyle lead her to continually make wrong choices, and her substance abuse is 

the outward manifestation of the chaos living inside her.  Saveleva and the other two characters 

analyzed here all excellent examples of the heroines that used subversive, tacky and tasteless 

personae to defy serious social taboos and problems.  

 

Did the Female Russian Author Write Prose or “Alternative Literature”? 

 The female characters in these stories were created with a purpose to subvert part of the 

dominant Soviet culture.  The characters the authors produced confronted and contradicted the 

state-sponsored and approved literary views of earlier Socialist Realist literature.  As Goscilo 

points out, by writing in these styles and using these features in their depictions of heroines, the 

female authors themselves sought to find a degree of self-actualization to publicly expose the 

social taboos and challenge long held stereotypical beliefs (Goscilo 1994, 208).   

 In order for women’s writing to garner the respect it asked for as prose as opposed to 

simply a seemingly off-putting title like “alternative literature’, women writers had to pass 

barriers that existed in the literary circles. The first obstacle that women writers faced was the 

idea that their writing was frivolous, void of meaning, irrelevant and filled with domestic 

feminine traits that only a woman could exhibit (Sutcliffe 2009, 15).  Alternative author’s works 

had undermined the notion that writers were merely responding to complaints about their daily 
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chores and grievances about byt (15).  Goscilo says that this idea was reinforced as Soviet 

officials referred to women’s so-called ‘thoughtless’ works as “women’s literature” (1994, 206).   

Goscilo says that female authors in the era of glasnost’ wanted to debunk the ‘feminist’ 

idea and women authors argued a differing concept that essentially claimed that “the instant a 

woman starts to write, she miraculously jettisons the ‘inherent’ feminine traits that she 

unavoidably displays elsewhere” (206).   If women’s prose was basically immaterial and of no 

consequence, then any literature that women wrote that was not idyllic in nature would have 

been considered to resemble the works of women and their femininity, and it would have 

regarded as outside the accepted norms and judged to belong to some new “alternative” genre.  

The glasnost’ era authors wanted to show that women were capable of writing more than just 

stories about their daily housework.  Women like Petrushevskaia, Vaneeva and Shcherbakova 

had to discredit the idea that their work was inept and immaterial, and show that female authors 

and their works had noteworthy relevance to both genders, and not just the female existence.  

 After the relaxation of literary standards set in place by the dominant male writers and 

authorities, female writers found themselves in the position to write, regardless of the former 

ideas concerning what women’s literature should refer to.  As shown in the stories above, and 

mentioned by Wilson in her critique of Petrushevskaia, female glasnost’-era authors used 

techniques such as a fragmentation of ideas and thoughts within the same paragraph to challenge 

the reader; and glasnost’-era female writers also employed quasi-direct conversations in their 

colloquial rhetoric (Wilson, 1426).   Besides the technique mentioned above, Petrushevskaia and 

others tended to use the vehicle of the short story, and to render the plot less important and more 

realistic (Goscilo 1994, 208).   Female writers found the openness to write in styles that 

radicalized literature, which helped it become “alternative” literature. 
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Because Soviet critics could not categorize this type of work into something that was 

already known, opponents classified these women and their writings as “alternative”.  Goscilo 

comments that the female writers favored short stories as opposed to novels because the short 

stories included “a subordination of plot to a preponderance of description” (208).  In other 

words, the plot played a smaller role than the description of the events within the plot.  Goscilo 

further remarked that authors used this technique (using shorter stories and downplaying the 

plot) because then it was possibly more plausible and easier to grasp “exploration of levels and 

modes of consciousness,” all the while using a style that allowed the author to convey a “stable 

perspective” through “quasi-direct discourse” (208).  Goscilo remarks that this perspective was 

“a limited and most frequently female viewpoint in which boundaries between author, narrator, 

and protagonist often dissolve” (208).   These techniques listed above allowed the reader to 

realize the gravity of the situation all the while getting a true sense of perspective through real 

talk. 

Through these short stories, the Soviet authors who wrote during the glasnost’ and pre 

post-Soviet era strove to give their characters and plots immediacy, so that readers could 

immediately get to the bottom of the characters’ real issues and actually climb into their skins as 

they lived through detestable situations. In addition, readers could experience poshlost’, or the 

sexually and morally deviant world of the characters.  For instance, if a woman was not being 

sexually chaste, then she occupied the other end of the spectrum, and could be considered 

sexually aggressive, something that was only captured in ‘alternative’ circles. Any descriptions 

of anything other than the doting stay-at-home or “June Cleaver” prototype for a female, 

especially in a tone that denotes ‘girl power’, might automatically have been considered deviant, 
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ultra-liberal, and disruptive to the point of anarchical by critics.  These are only more reasons for 

those who disapprove to create another classification of works and give it an “alternative” label.   

The alternative authors showed the fragility and humanity of the women in their plights 

and suffering.  Goscilo comments that female authors wanted to show “human souls” -- 

characters who were not “one dimensional” (208).  Thus with skillful writing techniques, 

“alternative” prose authors gave readers full and complex characters with rich and distinctive 

voices, and pulled the reader into their characters' sordid situations by evoking strong emotions 

that demanded attention. 

 

No Heroine Like Her   

 Before the appearance of the glasnost’-era heroine in Soviet women’s writing, the 

predominant model for the Soviet and Russian heroine was a virtuous one (i.e. self-sacrificing, 

moral, and modest).  Barbara Heldt states that the male-dominated literary field in Russia had 

long portrayed the perfect idealized heroine from a male perspective; moreover, a male hero 

written from a female perspective was absent: “…there is no corresponding female prose 

tradition of a romantic or idealistic hero which became a norm” (Heldt, 7).  Heldt further stresses 

that “[…] women writers [did not] stress perfection in their heroines: rather, they stressed their 

suffering at the hands of society” (7). 

 However, in the wave of Soviet women’s literature of the 1980s, some of these critiques 

began to change. The technique of placing the female in the central role was widespread, a first-

person perspective was employed, and the concentration on domestic and urban life took center 

stage (Zekulin 1993, 43).  Boym suggests in these works that banality (poshlost’ and byt) was 

part of women’s reality (Boym, 63).  Women’s experience was shown from within, which 
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allowed the reader to get to the heart of the matter and relate to the female’s frame of mind and 

her psychological processes.   

Zekulin continues this line of thinking.  Women’s domestic experiences such as 

“inequitable distribution of labor … inadequate social and economic services, and … the 

necessity of living with alcoholism” were explored as the subject matter of urban life (Zekulin, 

43).  All the stories discussed showed the leading character dealing with these issues.  

Furthermore, Zekulin discusses the issue of men in alternative prose, where men were secondary 

figures, lacking, absent or altogether non-existent (43).  This feature applies to the cases of 

Viktor, Saveleva’s former lovers and ex-husband, and Viacheslav.  Finally, Zekulin suggested 

that in this literature of banality (byt), women’s lives were, on a basic level, distinguishable from 

men’s experiences by their miserable situations (43).  The men and women in the selected stories 

definitely had very distinguishable lives, with the women seemingly carrying more of the misery. 

Because Soviet writers were able to write about social issues during the 1980s and early 

1990s, some Soviet women writers decided to combat the existing premise of women’s roles in 

society.  Gynocentric writing, or writing in which women’s views, desires and needs are 

expressed from a female perspective, became prevalent. Sutcliffe comments that female writers 

left their small domestic world and engaged themselves in more self-liberating and self-aware 

ideas related to the social struggles of the day (Sutcliffe, 128).  Sutcliffe also notes that these 

women characters showed that natural differences between men and women and their spheres of 

life not only existed, but the differences were actually a stabilizing force during the time of 

literary change in the 1990s (128).  Furthermore, Goscilo mentions, the alternative heroine did 

not exhibit the traditional pious model’s perpetual lovesickness (1993, 208).  Characters like 

Iraida and Saveleva no longer wished to have her own satisfaction embedded within that of her 
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husband. This heroine often was not sentimental and her behavior was sometimes not appropriate 

within the social and cultural expectations for Soviet women.   

What did this mean for the direction of the prose of the contemporary writer of the late 

1980s?  What did women writers and their characters represent?  Their prose included stories 

where the boundaries between irony and banality blurred: in some works, cheap eroticism filled 

the pages, body barriers were erased and the female body was remapped in favor of being what 

Goscilo claims is “private property to which owners allow overtly democratic trespass without 

precaution or discretion against damage” (1993, 143).  These writers, Goscilo says, “inverted 

convention” with “censoring displays of the inner self and unconstrained recording externals, 

disclosing repellent physical minutia so as to camouflage what is truly obscene—psychological 

and spiritual pain and desolation” (143). 

 

The Abyss on the Cultural Front and the Fruit of (Her) Hard Work 

 

What happened to the virtuous and upright woman the Soviet Union preached about?  Ali 

Baba is hardly a perfect woman and Viktor marvels that Ali Baba could have been such a 

woman, but he did not really know her, and had only just met her-- in a bar. The narrator tells the 

reader “he offered her another round, but she protested…He marveled at her manners and 

sophistication…” (Petrushevskaia, 4).  And what about the goodness of Ali Baba?  What woman 

should be at the bar when it closes?  Petrushevskaia relays the following information to the 

reader: “when the bar closed, they went to Viktor’s house—thankfully he lived alone” 

(Petrushevskaia, 4).  Soviet cultural censors easily criticized the characters of alternative 

literature because of their unbridled and brazenly tasteless and wanton lifestyles. 
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 Besides the issue of whether the likes of this character and others receded back into the 

shadows, perhaps a more pressing question arises: is this woman a hero or the victim of her own 

choices?  Ali-Baba on the night in question found herself in a challenging situation.  Although 

Ali Baba does not have a steady location to call home, and the reader has the power to question 

and judge her moral and ethical choices, more important questions arise about what Ali Baba’s 

destiny is in life. Ali Baba is mentally unstable and suicidal and she’s childless, so she may not 

have the typical maternal feelings.  Alternative characters with depressing futures like Ali Baba, 

Saveleva and Iraida caused Soviet and Russian readers to take a deep look inwardly at 

themselves and the reality they lived in. 

Above all, Ali Baba and her cohorts mentioned in this thesis are not decent and desirable 

Soviet women role models.  It is evident that Ali Baba falls short of the set and agreed upon 

image of a socially acceptable civilized woman when the reader finds her heavily drinking in a 

bar.   It is apparent that the perception of Ali Baba is one of a not well-mannered and respectable 

woman because Viktor remarks that that he pleased to accept a ‘decent’ woman in his bed.  Ali 

Baba was promptly replaced from the public scene by critics who spoke disapprovingly of her in 

favor for a more traditional female personality.  Ali Baba and others like her were also replaced 

by new authors who, possibly through critical pressure, produced new and more palatable 

figures, such as the leading detective personas in detective series that was created in the 1990s.   

Furthermore, Ali Baba’s very name presented a problem.  In the Arab world, Ali-Baba is 

a man who is the chief character of a folk tale concerning a treasure chest filled with gold and 

riches. Did Ali-Baba present herself as a predator, a role usually portrayed by the male gender? 

Was she the victim herself, usually portrayed by the female? Did Ali-Baba lead Viktor on to 

think he would score a chest of riches after sleeping with her? Ali Baba was clearly not intending 
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to keep herself chaste as traditional women in literature were required to be; by playing the 

traditional male role of predator, Ali Baba exemplified a female persona in alternative literature.  

Ali Baba, Saveleva and other alternative leading female characters offended official 

Soviet society, which promoted living life virtuously.  Not only did these characters not deserve 

the limelight, they probably would be called subversive by women who tried to live a more 

righteous lifestyle, as well as by her critics.  Why might such a heroine be called subversive?  Ali 

Baba’s character and behavior incited discussion of the taboos of the day which could have been 

considered subversive because they challenged the perfect idyllic Soviet society.  Furthermore, 

as readers saw that Ali Baba navigated through her murky world with slight consequences, it 

could have convinced other women in similar circumstances to try that way of life instead of the 

morally accepted one indicated by literary and politically sponsored role models.   

Furthermore, Ali Baba’s actions are considered subversive because Ali Baba does not 

live her life by the law, and she has to engage in activities that could have been considered 

subversive to the moral foundations of society.  

Finally, the three women discussed here were subversive because they provoked a 

reaction and because they challenged how women were supposed to look, act, and feel; this 

subversive female was sometimes a harlot, an unfit mother, crazy, an alcoholic.  It is logical to 

see why she did not stay in the public literary stage for any length of time.  The subversive 

heroine was the plain and flawed woman who challenged the deep-seated gender bias of the 

country; she was not an ideal if she was challenging the status quo. Furthermore, she was called 

subversive because she enjoyed sexual freedoms that were in direct contradiction to the modesty 

evoked by previously virtuous heroines and she was disapproved of for being banal and living 

tastelessly and tactlessly.   
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CHAPTER FOUR 

CONCLUSIONS 

Overview  

 Since the onset of glasnost’ in the mid-1980s, women’s literature in the Soviet Union has 

undergone a drastic change in the form of less than traditional techniques and characters.  With 

Saveleva and other unsavory characters, contemporary Soviet authors and their alternative 

literature traversed the fine new literary line between “new art” and “smut”.   Ali Baba’s lifestyle 

and choices emphasized the unconventional ways that Soviet woman had to live in order to 

function within reality.  Saveleva’s self-destructive behavior slithered in the storyline like a 

snake in the grass.  Iraida’s disillusionment only highlighted her problematic past and the certain 

reality that many women in her shoes lived in.  Alternative literature became the literary term 

that encircled all the unsavory and imperfect parts of society and reality previously not 

discussed.   

The above reality was not just Saveleva’s story—the probability is that this type of 

woman is not the exception and many women may relate to these stories.  The stories discussed 

in Chapter Three became the new fashionable fiction of the late glasnost’ period and showed 

women who lived in a subversive reality.  The charge is that the characters of this late glasnost’ 

era reality were not unlikeable, but rather that they were more real than people at the time wanted 

to admit.  Their reality was something that every Soviet citizen had to deal with.  In truth, the 

women in the stories represented the daily grind that some, if not many Soviet and new Russian 

women faced, and a majority of Soviet women may have felt a similar connection to certain 

aspects of their plights and their reality. 
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These literary women live in an unorchestrated, disorderly, hectic, confusing and 

downright messy lifestyle.  Unlike their Soviet traditional role models, these ladies and the 

women in reality who can identify with them do not possess a clear and wise perception of the 

world around them.  These females and the real women they represent are not the Poor Liza’s 

and Kitty Levin’s of their day.  Instead of obediently waiting on their husbands and not engaging 

in sinful and harmful habits, readers found Saveleva and Ali-Baba chain-smoking, drinking 

heavily, abusing drugs and acting extremely promiscuous. 

Everything about the fictional ladies, right down to their bodies, was in direct opposition 

to state-sponsored propaganda concerning the female gender.  Petrushevskaia tells the reader in 

the very beginning of the story that Ali Baba is a Jewish woman with big eyes—both 

descriptions are not to be accolades or bring praise to describe the dysfunctional Ali Baba.   

Saveleva’s body includes a strange mix of desirable and undesirable traits, as seen when the 

narrator says “her top half resembled that of a thick and hard-working Tartar woman” (Vaneeva, 

318).   Even the hair on the heroines’ heads was less than perfect or desirable: Saveleva plucked 

the grey hairs out of her head and Iraida had thick bushy eyebrows.  None of the heroines in the 

selected stories had the desirable features of the Soviet era perfect role model.  

Saveleva’s parenting style also leaves something to be desired.  At times Saveleva beat 

her daughter “mercilessly, with whatever was at hand” (318).   In fact, Saveleva had “broken her 

daughter’s arm” but, as of late, Vaneeva writes that the alcoholic mother had made an effort to 

parent better – “since then, she stopped beating her daughter.   Now whenever her daughter 

shows up, there’s a bath and supper….” and “then they crawl into bed together and sleep in each 

other’s embrace, like two sisters” (321).  Saveleva demonstrates a confusing parenting style; 

either beating her daughter or treating her like a sister and not like a daughter.  Ali-Baba and 
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Iraida Alexandrovna were childless and therefore had not completed that traditional role model 

element of being a woman.  Furthermore, constant and uncontrolled outbursts were a 

contradiction to the quiet and restrained traditional Soviet woman: these characters and their 

uncontrolled explosions undermined their real desires of wanting true love, wanting a safe place, 

and a sane and peaceful life.  The rhetoric and reaction of a rebellious person was manifested in a 

loud and foul-mouthed woman.   

 Overall, these women of alternative literature lived the most unorthodox of selfish lives.  

Although these females thought and lived differently from the norm and the official Soviet 

image, they were more far more authentic than the traditional perfect woman presented in 

literature.  These new women’s prose characters and their authors were liberated from a 

“normal” life of harmful illusions and self-deceptions to a normal life that encompassed living 

and operating within reality and life’s problems.  The Ali Baba’s, Saveleva’s and Iraida’s of the 

Soviet Union and Russia meticulously conducted the apparently unharmonious orchestra of their 

lives to their own melodic tune and beat.   The characters’ troubling situations and consistently 

stark crisis after crisis may have looked anything but harmonious, but the song that only seemed 

suited to them in their alternative world is likely a similar tune recognized by and suited for all 

women who live the female experience and in the steady reality of byt. 

 

Review of the 1980s Heroine 

          Before 1985, few Russians would have suspected that any literary product would have 

presented anything other than the stereotypical Soviet heroines that appeared on the scene, 

quietly and honorably tackled their jobs and identified social evils while dressed in pure apparel 

and maintaining their virtuous nature. If this stereotypical label that women could write nothing 
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of value had stuck to a woman’s forehead as a curse for the longevity of time, no alter ego 

woman like Ali Baba should have been able to appear for any period of time.  Yet, for a brief 

period in the late 1980s, a salty and steamy female heroine appeared in Soviet literature.   

 It was very difficult for women writers before that time to challenge the stereotypical 

belief that a woman’s place was not truly in the workplace but her job was only in the home, and 

to confront gender biases and beliefs. As the writer Grekova notes, women typically had three 

jobs – “her job, her children, her home” (Grekova, 10).  The appearance of the political policy of 

glasnost’, along with women exploring gynocentric questions and developing their own feminine 

voices, were principal factors to allow female writers to challenge taboos, address ills of society 

and challenge long-standing traditionally held gender biases.   

For a variety of reasons, glasnost’-era female writers courageously created the subversive 

woman and introduced her to the public. Firstly, the critics, namely the elite and those in power 

and who controlled society, could no longer oppress women writers and coerce them to write 

according to the standard literary quota and ideals that previously existed.  Secondly, Rosalind 

Marsh without stating specific reasons reiterates that it was difficult it was for this type woman 

to appear (Marsh, 5).  Marsh comments that the social and political situation allowed for 

connections between the female experience and woman question to be deposited in the Russian 

cultural psyche, while leaving other problems (such as corruption in the government) to remain 

neutral or neglected (11). 

Glasnost’-era female Russian writers, such as Petrushevskaia, were thus able to write in 

direct and stark contrast to traditionally mainstream societal norms.  Their subordinate characters 

lived through tragic lies in momentous lives. Petrushevskaia, Shcherbakova and countless other 

courageous female writers, most often with their writing styles and techniques, such as writing in 
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colloquial and broken speech and fragmented thoughts, showed the totality of the female 

existence and experience as each of their main characters lived implausible lives and solved 

awkward and difficult situations with masochistic and sadistic solutions. 

The discussion answered how this type of character was able to appear.  The more 

difficult question to answer is why the heroine’s emergence from her stifling landscape was so 

“controversial” and “shocking” to the literary community, critics and readers (Adlam, 3).  There 

may be many answers that have not been analyzed yet.  One conclusion may be that the idea that 

the Soviet and now Russian public had been taught to think that their society was perfect and 

these problems did not exist.  

During the years before glasnost’, it was very difficult for writers like Petrushevskaia, 

Vaneeva and Shcherbakova to candidly challenge the status quo concerning women’s lives and 

experiences. As they divulged on paper the so-called wretched life that women experienced, the 

Soviet public had to deal with and acknowledge the dramatic, sad, depressed, dismal minute 

details of women’s domestic life.  That is probably most shocking to a society—that the world 

and reality taught and publicized was all a lie.  These fictional women and their plights, as well 

as the plights of women in general in the Soviet Union, gained attention because of glasnost’.  

After glasnost’ and during the time of the fall of the Soviet Union, these fictional characters 

ceased to appear as brazenly as before.  

 

After the 1980s 

Benjamin Sutcliffe says that after the 1980s, women's prose solidified its status as a 

recognized part of Russian literature (Sutcliffe 2005, 121).  This statement means that though 

alternative literature may have challenged the Soviet model of the traditional woman, her image 
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was not completely shattered.  Alternative literature and the heroines within it on whatever level 

do occupy shelf space with their perfect and virtuous predecessors.  However, it is important to 

note that that there is a marked turn and disappearance from Russian literature after the 1990s in 

the sheer volume of the fictional imperfect heroines like the radical ones studied in this 

discussion (Sutcliffe 2005, 121).  There are many reasons, not noted in any particular order, for 

the departure of this radical type of heroine. 

Figures such as Ali Baba receded back to the previously unpublicized corridors from 

where she came.  As Sutcliffe notes, byt was now more commonplace in the Russian mindset and 

on the Russian bookshelves, prose that discussed the daily grind became just as commonplace 

and less shocking; therefore there was less need to continue to produce and write about women 

such as these literary characters (Sutcliffe 2009, 118).   As byt became routine to talk about and 

no longer just a virtual idea, the shock value of the subversive woman’s personality eventually 

faded into the all-encompassing habitual nature surrounding and comprising byt, making it 

appear as if the female protagonist went back into the shadows. 

Sutcliffe notes that as this complex relationship between literary (and others, such as 

political and elitist) critics and the female glasnost’ era authors and the debates within continued 

to interact with more theoretical disciplines, such as cultural and gender studies and comparative 

literature, the literary situation changed (118).  He suggests that as opponents debated the 

relationship between women's writing, feminism, and the new divide between elite and popular 

literature, more visible aspects of women’s prose were recognized and challenged, such as the 

author’s authenticity and authorization to write what was being argued as “high” literature, as 

was in the case of Larisa Vaneeva (Sutcliffe 2009, 118).   
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Furthermore, Sutcliffe remarks that what had engaged most critics was the increasingly 

diverse nature of both women’s prose and how it richly represented the multitude of activities of 

everyday life (118).  Therefore, the characters that played the leading roles in representing it 

were not as important.   Because there was a myriad of literary accusations the glasnost’ era 

authors themselves faced, the individual characters were not brought up for critical acclaim and 

they did not survive.  The female protagonists, such as Ali Baba and Saveleva, had gotten lost or 

had withdrawn behind what Sutcliffe notes as the more official, more debatable disciplines and 

literary accusations (118). 

The disappearance from the literary stage of the fictional female studied here can also be 

analyzed from a different perspective.  Sutcliffe remarks that after the 1990s, women were 

repeatedly encouraged to return back to their homes and their hearths. In the 1990s the official 

state-sponsored policy reiterated the traditional Soviet woman’s place in society (122).   

But even without the state propaganda, traditions resurfaced.  The decline of the heroines 

studied here is difficult to measure, but there is a definite measure to show that the heroines 

studied here were replaced.  As Sutcliffe maintains, that during the early 1990s while some 

writers attempted to continue to transcend the ideas of banality and poshlost’ with this gritty 

style of character, the fictional heroine studied here was effectively replaced with a subtler 

approach to the female protagonist in the detektiv genre (120, 126 & 133).  Sutcliffe notes that 

this movement towards detective novels offered a broad and new approach to dealing with byt 

because these types of novels depicted the everyday struggle through the appeal of writing 

stories within the seemingly favored and normal post-Stalin documentary style to the reader and 

writer (56, 120 & 127).   
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The detective story also let readers witness stories with a happy ending, something they 

had not been able to do with the sultry subversive women and their stories of the 1980s (126).  

Less-abrasive fictional female heroines started to show up in detective novels that were received 

well by critics and were in demand by the public (126).  Sutcliffe notes that society had found a 

way to return to the more comfortable and deeply-rooted norms of the traditional female heroine 

and makes this assertion because he says that the longstanding and established beliefs about 

gender roles in society and in literature remained intact and were easily reverted to when 

“weathering massive cultural changes,” even though supposedly policy had changed for the 

better and for the long haul (28-29).  

Campaigns that sought to push women back to traditional ideals came back into 

existence.  Just as the Bolsheviks had disrupted society’s established norms in the days and era 

after the Revolution of 1917, certain groups in the late 1980s and early 1990s, felt that a 

woman’s place was in the home. Nicole-Ann Hardwick summarizes that women have been 

pushed back into “institutionalized” gender roles (“Reviewing the Changing Situation of Women 

in Russian Society”, 2014).   

This idea of women’s traditional role belonging in the home is developed by Polowy.  

She states that at the end of the 1980s and into the 1990s, there was an orchestrated movement 

for the restoration of the family unit and women at home in their traditional role (Polowy 2007, 

271).  The female experience and the “woman question” are also still a source of contention 

among Russian policy makers and the Russian public.  Hardwick summarizes that women’s 

rights movements and anything associated with feminism or women’s equality has been “rather 

successfully repressed through neo-paternalistic discourse implemented by Gorbachev, Yeltsin, 
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and nowadays, Putin” (“Reviewing the Changing Situation of Women in Russian Society”, 

2014).  

Although it has been discussed that the heroine has made an exodus from Soviet and 

Russian literature, the fictional heroine studied in this thesis has never totally vanished.  Readers 

still enjoy reading old and new works by writers of this genre, such as Petrushevskaia.  Writers 

like Vaneeva have continued to flourish and pave the way for even more exotic writing by 

writers like Nina Sadur, another alternative writer of the late 1990s.  The acceptance of these 

writers shows that marginal, but effective changes have crept in by way of the alternative prose 

trend, allowing a slight change in the population’s attitude concerning woman's true place in the 

home or in society, and allowing these fictional women discussed here to entertain the literary 

masses.  Ali Baba, Saveleva and Iraida created the marginal changes that allowed the public to 

accept new attitudes.  It seems the public is ready to allow the more bizarre, bewildered, 

damaged and often vulgar like the heroines above in the future.  

 

 

The Taboo of Perfection 

 

 Alternative literature is far from perfect, and it still manages to exist throughout the early 

1990s and after. Adlam and Sutcliffe, among others, confirms that alternative prose did not die 

out or become a passing fad—instead, critics continued to harp on whether it was considered 

high style literature, and its validity within the literary arena (Adlam, 3; Sutcliffe 2009, 132-133).  

There seems to be a trend in developing the literary style.  Adlam notes that during the post- 

Soviet years, those who formerly dismissed alternative literature have reinvigorated it by giving 

alternative literature a refreshing chance and viewing it in a retrospective light (Adlam, 3).  

Maybe the apparent uncertainty of alternative literature as high prose is due to what Goscilo 
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states was a “radical reassessment of woman’s role in society, and consequently, her nature,” 

which alternative writing, with these characters and their insubordination, has managed to stay 

the course (Goscilo 1994, 206).   

Adlam comments that with these experimentalist approaches to the anti-realism style 

mentioned earlier in the thesis, it seemed that ‘alternative’ prose was able to “reprogram” and 

“orient” itself to appear and fit a ‘feminized’ view within Russia (21).  In other words, the 

popularity and works of alternative prose have flowed and ebbed and changed to mirror and 

match the swings on a pendulum based on the changing Russian society.  Furthermore, the 

perception of alternative prose, although actively being redefined and redeveloped, still is viewed 

as not quite fitting into established literary genres.  As Adlam comments, in the early 1990s, 

alternative literature still held a seemingly derogatory, gritty, mediocre, and non high stylistic 

status within the literary sphere (Adlam, 16).  

Alternative literature with its “paradigmatic images” of the terribly perfect Russian 

female has given way to women with imperfections (Marsh, 13).  Alternative literature was a 

perfect outlet for Soviet society to conceptualize women and grapple with the uncomfortable 

interactions between ‘illicit’ women and their communities.  For example, society grappled with 

the concept of what was a ‘good’ versus a ‘bad’ mother.  Clearly, Saveleva was not the model of 

a good mother.  Saveleva was not a person whose femininity and motherhood a young aspiring 

mother would emulate.  In fact, if using Heldt’s terms, the ‘terrible perfection’ of a good mother 

is a mother who will be martyred for better or worse within the public, political or ethical eye.  If 

this idea that a mother cannot win no matter how good or bad she is is indeed the case, no 

woman can truly be a good mother, but only society’s fluid and current representation of it.  In 

that instance, Saveleva’s actions were right for her time and family.  
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Although Saveleva is a realistic representation of a mother who grappled with current 

social ills of being divorced, raising a child as a single parent, and dealing with a runaway 

teenager with a drug problem, Saveleva is not considered to be an exemplary representation of 

woman who properly reared her family because of the fact that her family should not have been 

subject to these ills.  Saveleva did not live the harmonious and safe life that the Domostroi had 

laid out for the traditionally upstanding mother to lead.  The taboo of perfection is 

misrepresented by the women studied here.   These females’ bid to lead a perfect life is tarnished 

by the faulty traditions held in society.  These women show that perfection is taboo when they 

live within a reality that is based upon morally changing conditions all backed by popular 

culture’s idealized standards.  Any straying from these standards makes women look banal and 

poshlye. 

 

 

Byt and Chernukha 

 

 Before 1985, preexisting concepts of the female experience in which byt played a 

significant role colored how the woman was analyzed as she went about her daily activities.  

Sutcliffe says that during glasnost’, byt was used as a literary shorthand for the female 

expression, and that byt continued to be a springboard for women to push a multitude of issues to 

the forefront of the Russian public and society (2005, 80).  Furthermore, Yuri Trifonov, calls the 

term “perhaps the most enigmatic, multidimensional, incomprehensible word of the Russian 

language” (Quoted in Barker 1999, 32).   The women and the authors studied here are using byt 

to bring sensitive topics to light, and the character that the author created to convey the message 

would take a back seat to the actual taboo topics at hand.  The seriousness of societal problems 
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brought up in any literary forum would continue to be the topics of discussion within Soviet and 

Russian society. 

Trifonov further says that byt was: “how husbands and wives get on together, and parents 

and children, and close and distant relatives—that too...And the interrelationships of friends and 

people at work, love, quarrels, jealousy, envy—all this, too, is byt.  This is what life consists of! 

We are all enmeshed in byt in our network of everyday concerns” (Quoted in Barker 1999, 32). 

So, as was mentioned earlier, since alternative prose writing allowed for byt becoming more 

prominent within Russian literature, the very nature of it swallowed the individualistic qualities 

of the female protagonist.  

Because of glasnost’, the deteriorating economic system, the search for adequate housing 

and the changing social atmosphere, all of which made “strange bedfellows,” the literary female 

protagonist tried to defy regressing into old literary norms and tried to operate within an 

indefinable, yet comprehensible space between byt and chernukha (“Interview”).  Byt was “the 

reality of women’s experiences which prose is trying to accurately identify” (“Interview”).  

When people have to operate within this chaotic space, they appear confused because they have a 

myriad of experiences along a broad spectrum between good and bad and right and wrong that 

they can encounter and demonstrate to others.  They have to make life work on life’s terms 

whether they are a devoted wife in an unhappy marriage or the alcoholic mother of a drug abuser 

daughter.  It is here where women, such as Saveleva and Ali Baba, can go from cool to cursing, 

from virtuous to pitiful, and from simmering agitation to instantaneous rage and anger, all within 

the blink of an eye and without apparent provocation.   
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Issues 

As was discussed earlier, Russian society in the 1990s seemed to want to observe and 

once again follow the paternalistic ideals in certain arenas it once held dear.  Hardwick suggests 

that just as men dominated literary fields before and during glasnost’, the country in the 1990s 

and 2000s has returned to a similar situation because leaders like Putin have pushed the country 

back to a sentimental paternalism (“Reviewing the Changing Situation of Women in Russian 

Society”, 2014).  Men still dominate the literary fields and publishing avenues.  Because of the 

fact that many sections of the literary world are still male-dominated, many of the 

aforementioned contemporary female writers of the 1980s have had to overcome the old attitudes 

and obstacles that assumed male superiority and favored men and their creativity.   

Female authors in the years after glasnost’ challenged parameters of decency in how 

women were represented on the most basic level. Although it may seem this thesis portrayed the 

authors in a collective effort, it should be remembered that female authors of the glasnost’ era 

researched in this thesis were not under the same constraints and did not all have the same goals; 

therefore, the authors and their characters should be analyzed for their individual worth, and not 

solely as a communal and joint group effort of rebellious women who wanted to prove a point 

that previous attitudes towards women should be eradicated.  In fact, it is difficult to extract a 

“moral” or clear lesson from any one or collective effort of the stories studied here, or from the 

alternative prose writing movement as a whole.   

The effects of glasnost’ were largely reflected in the publication methods.   Due to the 

economic problems that caused paper shortages, publishing houses were publishing shorter 

works rather than large volumes and journals. In addition, the relaxed standards allowed for 

publishers to produce more squeamish texts, which therefore set the stage to permit the sexually 

aggressive and rebellious women to appear. Sutcliffe offers a similar idea and says that sexual 
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exploitation of women’s bodies was dramatically increased due to perestroika’s new freedom of 

the press (2005, 123).  The sexual explosion, as Barker notes, was only a small part of a mini-

sexual revolution on the cultural front (“Interview”). 

 

The Return to the Home Front 

Researchers such as Adlam insist that alternative literature has continued since the 1990s 

and opponents to this type of literature have remained as well (Adlam, 15).  Authorities 

indirectly critiqued the new view expressed about traditional gender roles because of the illicit 

taboos that were challenged.  With their criticisms, they indirectly urged a return to the more 

traditional gender roles.  Adlam further developed this idea and comments that this was the 

indictment the state needed in order to continue to blame women and keep the established roles 

of women and biases in place (20).   Furthermore, as the state continued to repress women, they 

pressured women to return to their homes possibly because they blamed women for the ills of 

society.  This attitude of continually blaming women is illustrated in the fact that, according to 

Adlam, Soviet and Russian society during the glasnost’ era and afterwards considers the female 

experience as a cause of moral decay within their culture (20). 

 

What will society let women be?   

 In society, taboos become entrenched; controlling processes and changing them by 

bringing attention to them can cause anxiety within a society. In this study, the reality of some 

Soviet women’s lives showed that they were not living a realistically ideal life, and as a result, 

society said and felt that they were not living up to the unrealistic perfection set before them and 

demanded of them.  Instead of staying quiet about their supposed failures to uphold the 
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unrealistic expectations set forth for them, some Soviet women, like these glasnost’ era authors, 

brazenly and loudly showed that women were not willing to let fear and uncertainty continue to 

keep them silent.  The question to continue forth in literature is, will society finally allow women 

to not be so terribly perfect?  Will women be allowed to have an evil streak and not be martyred 

for their apparently sinful deeds?  The answer is more likely comprised of how women in 

Russian society will allow themselves to be viewed.   

These women in Soviet and Russian society want the limitations raised and the rules of 

the established traditions erased so they can feel good to be bad when situations are not perfect.  

The formerly more or less powerless women of the Soviet and glasnost’ era can talk and be 

heard.  Hopefully, the experience of dealing with unrealistic and limiting gender roles that 

women feel belittled by will disappear.  The message the authors give in this study is that society 

needs to face the problematic portions of society and reality in order to effectively do something 

about them and change them for the better.  Even though it is distasteful and even painful to call 

attention to unsavory aspects of society, alternative literature allows women within Russia to do 

just that – to have the freedom to call out and confront the negative aspects of life.  

 

The Future of Women in Russian (Alternative) Literature 

 

 Currently, alternative literature exists but the fictional subversive females like the ones 

studied in this thesis have faded away.  On one hand, future political or social instability can 

bring about a reemergence of traditional roles that the model Russian woman would have to 

operate within.  As Barker says, the “ideological void” left by “the collapse of communism” left 

Russia, and especially youth, lacking in a strong set of values (Barker 1999, 439).  Sutcliffe also 

echoes this sentiment and remarks that there can be a return to the most conservative of gender 
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roles, because previous returns to the established norms have proven to be one way of 

weathering massive cultural changes (Sutcliffe 2005, 28).  

On the other hand, the contrary is also possible.  The Russian population has been 

exposed to and is free to indulge in eclectic beliefs and lifestyles, such as the lifestyles that the 

fictional subversive female led.  The female protagonist characters and the authors who create 

them could choose to dare to test and defy new and emerging social taboo or gender biases. 

Ideally, Russian women will take charge of their lives in new ways according to the world in 

which they live, and the technology at their hands.  It is hard to say if in the struggle their actions 

will be considered harlotry or simply “heroine-ism.” 

The ruffling of the feathers of society will probably take place in a literary style and 

language that is more confident than previously censored literature, and embodies both the 

languages and lives of the perfect woman and the sultry siren.  Russian women writers may meet 

unknown frontiers and boundaries with the morality of the 2010s with more elevated satirical 

irony, with deeper self-reflections, and with a bold tendency to contest future ideology and 

values.  Even more private details and illicit thoughts will be fair game for public discussion, and 

not even a woman’s dignity and virtuousness will be off limits to degrade.  Russian women 

writers may create a new chasm that may no longer be considered antithesis, but the new 

colloquial norm.  The Russian woman may challenge the long standing ideas and cultural 

attitudes of unchangeable fate, and may choose to simply not let life happen to them.  

Submissiveness might give way to subversion.  
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Conclusion 

In conclusion, the prose representing women’s everyday life has guided the 

transformation of pre-glasnost’ era women’s writing from select documentation to broadened 

critique and artistic treatment while making the new form of alternative literature widely 

available to the Soviet reading public. Glasnost’ opened mythological boundaries that were 

previously set in stone by decades of the story of a perfect society, and as a result of the 

openness, glasnost’, managed to challenge the credibility of the ideological norms of Soviet 

society.  Instead of replacing the methodology and myths of the former Soviet Union, as 

glasnost’ directly and indirectly did, the Soviet female writer of the 1980s, her alternative prose 

and literature, and her contemptuous, stubborn, seductive, scandalous and subversive heroine 

seemed to manipulate the existing mythological meanings to serve new ideological needs of the 

moment.  

The fictional female of the glasnost’ era of the late 1980s and early 1990s  was successful 

in controlling and influencing this direction within glasnost’ because she effectively divorced 

and separated myth from reality, and made alternative literature not just a sub-culture of Russian 

literature, but a literature with a style all of its own.  The trio of stories discussed here have in 

effect, deconstructed the accepted style of pre-glasnost’ Soviet literature. The language and the 

myth of one age of Soviet society ended, while another began.  

Sutcliffe remarks that two different women share the Russian literary leading character 

scene: both live in the artistry of life and exist in diversified roles and variations of the terribly 

perfect housewife and the multiple levels and version of the sex-crazed unmarried heroine 

(Sutcliffe 2009, 129). A combined version of this woman most likely exists in reality and there is 

no need for one or the other to take center stage.  In reality, the everyday Russian woman most 
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likely tends to the home and hearth and works within the corporate world in her own manner.   

Both the virtuous and subversive woman exist within the same body, and operate as a one-

woman concept capable of portraying many facets of womanhood. Whether this fictional 

character returns as a newer reflection of and is hero of glasnost’ era time and literature, or 

whether she is “timeless” and never truly leaves, remains to be seen. 
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